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THEME

The rise of social media: the next wave of
disruption to traditional media
■ Social media usage is exploding globally. In this report we analyse the
growing influence of online social media, now ubiquitous: 800m+ active
Facebook users, 100m+ Twitter users, 600m Tencent members (Kantar).
■ In our view social media will bring many risks for traditional media. We
believe social sites will (i) take ‘eyeballs’ and therefore ad share from
traditional media; (ii) cause total adspend to contract further through the
deflationary pressure of more inventory and efficiencies in A&P spend; (iii)
accelerate the shift from ‘paid’ to the more effective ‘earned’ media (see
Figure 1); and (iv) ultimately emerge as gatekeepers to the consumer.
■ But social media could also present opportunities for media owners.
Traditional media can use social media to personalise, engage, interact,
promote, increase usage and thus boost ratings and generate incremental
digital revenue streams. Companies with valuable content (we prefer ITV
among the broadcasters and Pearson among the publishers) and/or those
that embrace social media (to date few have) can mitigate the risks.
■ Positive for agencies; net negative for traditional media. We believe the
agencies can benefit from advising their clients on the myriad opportunities
and threats in a more complex landscape—we believe WPP and Publicis
are best exposed. In contrast, we believe TV and print will suffer in the
longer term as social media encroaches on their adspend share—and this
may not be offset by the opportunities offered.
Figure 1: Change in marketing mix—the example of Unilever
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The rise in social media
Our key conclusions
Social media usage is exploding globally
Social media is now ubiquitous: 800m+ Facebook users, 200m tweets per day, 100m+
Twitter users, 600m Tencent members (Kantar 09/11). In this report we analyse the
growing influence of online social media. In October 2011, the latest data available, social
media accounted for nearly 19% of time spent online globally, up from 6% in March 2007
(Source: ComScore). Social networks now reach 82% of the world’s online population, or
1.2bn people. They also deliver 28% of online display advertising impressions and 15% of
online display advertising spending (Source: ComScore).
In our view social media will bring about many risks for traditional media, including:
(i)

Taking ‘eyeballs’ and therefore ad share from traditional media. Simplistically,
we believe money follows eyeballs: as social network users and usage grow
inexorably, they will capture a corresponding share of the A&P budget—
initially from the CMO’s ‘digital’ budget, but increasingly they will target the
much larger TV ad budget.

(ii)

Causing a further contraction in total adspend. The additional inventory
offered by social media platforms will exacerbate deflationary pressure on the
ad market (already 17% below trend (as of December 2011). We also believe
the increased efficiency conferred through targeting and improved ROI of
adspend will further contract total adspend as brands spend less to achieve
more.

(iii)

Accelerating the shift from ‘paid’ to ‘earned’ media. We believe marketing will
increasingly shift from ‘paid’ (media on which advertisers pay to deliver a
message to consumers), to ‘earned’ (i.e., platforms on which the consumers
themselves interact with, discuss and implicitly promote brands), reflecting
the value in the ‘social graph’. With advertisers already embracing earned
media, it will become a much more important part of the marketing mix in the
future—at the expense of paid-for traditional media.

(iv)

Ultimately emerging as gatekeepers to the consumer. Social media sites may
attain dominant gatekeeper positions and seek to extract a disproportionate
economic rent from traditional media companies for content delivery to their
users.

But social media could also be an opportunity for traditional media owners
Social networks have evolved into platforms offering myriad online activities and
applications. Importantly they now facilitate the discovery of and engagement with content.
This enables traditional media to develop relationships with their (hitherto unknown and
often younger) audience e.g., via ‘two screen viewing’; to personalise, engage, interact
and increase usage; and to market content more effectively—and thus boost ratings. The
scale and popularity also make them attractive content delivery mechanisms, enabling
companies with content to generate incremental digital revenue streams. Those with
premium/valuable content (e.g., ITV) and/or those that embrace these opportunities (of
which there are few to date) can in our view mitigate the risks above.
Positive for content and agencies; net negative for traditional media owners
As most social network sites are US owned and/or not listed, our primary concern is the
implications for incumbent European Media stocks. In Figure 2 below we set out our key
conclusions.
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We believe the main beneficiaries from the growth of social media platforms will be
content owners, which do not rely on advertising revenues and which can generate more
consumer engagement and potentially new revenue streams. Balancing this, we would
highlight that the interests of content owners and social media platforms may not be
aligned, and the full scope of the revenue opportunity for content owners is not yet clear.
We are also positive on advertising agencies, which should benefit from added complexity
in the media landscape and from advising on the multitude of opportunities and threats
that social media offers their clients.
There are no listed pure-play content owners in Europe, but ITV has the most readily
monetisable content, and Pearson, among the structurally better positioned professional
publishers, has been the most innovative and has enjoyed the best traction to-date.
Among the agencies, we believe WPP and Publicis offer the greatest positive exposure.
By contrast we believe traditional media owners in free TV, newspapers and magazines
may suffer as social media platforms increasingly encroach upon the adspend share
allocated to traditional media—and for many this will not be offset by opportunities offered
by the deeper user engagement or new revenue streams.
Figure 2: Evaluation of social media impact on traditional media sub-sectors
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Executive summary
“CES coming to a close. Seems like more innovation than ever, some great, all disruptive.
Traditional companies feeling digital tornado” (source: tweet by Rupert Murdoch
[@rupertmurdoch], 12 January 2012)
“More than 800 million active users”; “more than 50% of our active users log on to
Facebook in any given day” (source: Facebook website)
“9 out of every 10 U.S. Internet users [are] now visiting a social networking site each
month”; social networks now reach 82% of the world’s online population, or 1.2bn people,
and deliver 15% of online display advertising spending (source: comScore)

The growth of social media has surpassed even our
bullish expectations
A lot has changed in just over five years
In 2006 we wrote our first research report on social networking (Social Networking, 4
August 2006)..At the time we wrote that we were “witnessing the biggest change in media
consumption attitudes and habits since the advent of TV” and that “social networking sites
are at the forefront of this revolution”. In our 2006 report we also warned that the reaction
of European media companies to this threat, and opportunity, had been limited compared
with that of their US counterparts.
Figure 3: The world map of social networks—current
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It transpires that the actual growth in usage of social media platforms has surpassed even
our most bullish projections. Moreover, the current generation of social networks may have
an even greater impact on traditional media than we envisaged—not least because, in
contrast to their predecessors, they are able to exploit (i) data on users’ real identities and
(ii) the interconnected network of relationships with others. Yet we still believe European
media has been slow to respond to this double edged opportunity and threat.
Social media is now ubiquitous and still growing in usage and popularity. According to
comScore, 9 out of every 10 U.S. Internet users now visit a social networking site each
month, and social networking accounts for 19% of Americans’ online time. Facebook has
publicly disclosed that it has more than 800 million active users, of which over 50% log on
daily. Facebook accounted for c. 9% of U.S. online display advertising in 1Q11, up from c.
3% in 1Q09 (IDC). We would expect this share to continue to grow, with other countries
following suit.
From website to platform
As Spencer Wang and John Blackledge of our US Media and Internet team argue in their
report Web 2.011, dated 1 August 2011, the latest generation of social networks no longer
limits social interactions to activity conducted on a social media site such as
Facebook.com. Users can leverage their social credentials (e.g., identity) on content,
applications and ecommerce sites for authentication and personalisation and, with social
plug-ins (i.e., Facebook’s ‘Like’ button), activity can flow from third party sites back to the
social platforms. In this way social media can become a new ‘operating system’ for users’
web experience, a platform strategy similar to that adopted by Microsoft in the traditional
PC environment.
From networking site to home of content
Facebook is increasingly becoming a home for content, particularly movies and music, as
content providers are attracted by the sheer scale and global reach of its 800m+ users and
by the cross-referral and consumer engagement opportunities it offers. It also poses less
of a competitive threat (at least in the short term) than YouTube. Content rental deals
struck to date via their respective Facebook pages include Paramount, Warner Bros,
Universal, BBC Worldwide.
We envisage a virtuous circle emerging: as more premium content is attracted to
Facebook, usage and users increase which makes it even more attractive as a content
vehicle. As for any new technology platform, the upside for the content providers could be
new incremental digital revenues streams—but the risk is that Facebook becomes so
dominant that the balance of power and economics shift in its favour.
In this report we reiterate and reinforce our view on why we think social media will
exacerbate the discontinuities brought about by the Internet and become the next big
disruptive challenge to traditional media owners. We cite three main reasons:
(i)

usage is exploding and advertising dollars will ultimately follow ‘eyeballs’;

(ii)

this adspend allocated to social media will be largely substitutional rather than
incremental and will increasingly be sourced from the much larger TV
advertising budget rather than the CMO’s ‘digital’ display ad budget; and

(iii)

social media platform provides ‘engagement’ with consumers, while
traditional media provides mere ‘contact’. The multitude of opportunities this
offers suggests content and advertising dollars will naturally migrate away
from the latter to the former.
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An opportunity for traditional media…
An opportunity to enhance consumer engagement by leveraging social platforms
Social networks have evolved to become platforms where users can find and engage with
content. These platforms offer myriad online activities and applications. Social media
should therefore increasingly provide traditional media owners with an opportunity to
develop relationships with their audience (e.g., via ‘second screens’—hitherto they have
broadcast or published to a largely unknown audience), enhance consumer engagement,
increase and amplify usage and potentially generate new revenue streams. Examples of
how social media are already providing opportunities include Zynga’s success with
Farmville; Spotify integrating with Facebook; TV companies harnessing the power and
return path provided by two screen viewing; and Twitter driving traffic to newspaper
websites.
We think the integration of TV programmes, music, movies and newspaper content into
Facebook and other social media platforms is poised to grow. Current distributors of
content can choose to participate, or risk disintermediation. Social media therefore adds to
the pressures on traditional media owners to adapt their business models. Those who
stand still risk falling behind. We believe the right social media strategy will therefore
become increasingly important in assessing a traditional media company's long term
growth potential.

…but many risks
(i) Social networks will take eyeballs and ad share from traditional media
As well as offering traditional media companies the opportunity to engage with their
consumers, social network sites also bring significant risks. Simplistically, we believe
money follows eyeballs: social network users and usage (especially among the attractive
and elusive younger demographic) are growing inexorably and are capturing a
corresponding share of the A&P budget. Initially the online display advertising revenue
they generate is coming from the CMO’s ‘digital’ advertising budget—but we believe
increasingly they will take share from the much larger and more lucrative TV budget.
Qualitative feedback from our CMOs survey (Marketing survey: 2011 outlook strong, 15
December 2010) supports this thesis. As we show in Figure 4 below, we estimate social
media advertising could take 1 percentage point of share of global adspend per annum
over the next five years. On our forecasts, global social media expenditure will reach
$38bn, or 6% of global adspend, by 2017E.
Figure 4: Global social media advertising spending ($m),

Figure 5: US time spent vs adspend share, 2011E (%)
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(ii) Additional inventory from social networking sites will add to deflationary
pressures on the ad market
The impact of the Internet and the excess supply of inventory on the ad market to date has
been deflationary. Inflation-adjusted global ad spending is already 17% below trend, as of
December 2011. We believe this deflationary pressure will continue with the additional
inventory from social network sites.
Figure 6: Global advertising spending is c17% below trend
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Source: ZenithOptimedia, Credit Suisse research

(iii) Greater advertising efficiency and audience engagement may cause a further
contraction in total adspend
In addition to offering an increasing and potentially higher reach and frequency than other
online and offline media, social media enables advertisers to directly target messages to
specific groups. In contrast to other online media and paid search, where demographic
information has to be inferred from usage data, on social media platforms individuals
typically publish their actual identities and log in as that individual. While names and
addresses remain hidden, this means advertisers can target demographics in much more
granular detail than can be achieved by traditional advertising on the web. Moreover,
many social media platforms collect data on an individual’s gender, ethnicity, marital status,
location and occupation, as well as interests in organisations, political parties, music and
brands. These form an individual’s ‘social graph’, i.e., the network of relationships with
people and things on the web.
This facilitates the acquisition through demand-side platforms of more relevant audiences,
which, coupled with increased investment in data analytics, modelling and data-driven
campaign planning, improved measurement capabilities and the exploitation by
broadcasters of return path data, should enhance the overall efficiency of advertising.
Moreover, social media platforms provide advertisers with ‘engagement’ of consumers,
because they allow sharing and recommendations, in contrast to traditional media owners
which just provide ‘contact’. Advertisers tend to value engagement with their brands far
higher than mere contact. Content consumed on social media platforms could therefore
command higher CPMs, and eventually more marketing dollars, than for the same content
offered by traditional media.
If, for example, a running shoe advertiser can move from targeting ‘people who have
visited a sporting goods website’ to targeting ‘women aged 30-40, who are members of a
running club, live in Newcastle, work in a library, and who are planning to run the London
marathon in 2012’, their advertising spend may well deliver a higher return on investment.
Worryingly for media owners, the consequent improvement in the ROI of adspend might
further contract the total advertising market as branded goods companies need spend less
to achieve more. The corollary is that the corporates advertising will benefit from the
resulting greater efficiency and effectiveness of A&P spend.
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(iv) Marketing spend will shift from ‘paid’ to ‘earned’ media
In addition to providing highly targeted advertising, social media platforms facilitate
consumer interaction with brands. Leading global brands like Coca Cola and Starbucks
have developed large ‘fan’ bases on their brand pages on Facebook to whom they can
deliver messages and provide opportunities for fans to comment on their products.
Importantly, interaction with a brand page is displayed in an individual’s News Feed (or
home page) and is therefore visible to that individual’s network of friends. That implicit
recommendation is visible to a much wider group of people—‘friends of fans’—creating a
multiplier effect (see Figure 7).
Figure 7: The multiplier effect—illustration
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Source: Credit Suisse research

This shift in investment from ‘paid’ media (i.e., media on which advertisers pay to deliver a
message to consumers), to ‘earned’ media (i.e., platforms on which consumers interact
with, discuss and implicitly promote brands), reflects the value advertisers see in the social
graph. Generating explicit or implicit recommendations for their products on social media
platforms can be a much more effective use of their marketing investment than traditional
offline or even online advertising or direct marketing. Traditional media bulls would argue
that earned media is complementary to paid media—we agree that they work well
together, but this will not offset the overall shift which some of the world’s largest
advertisers are already embracing (e.g., Unilever, as illustrated one the front page). We
therefore believe earned media will become a much more important part of the marketing
mix in the future—at the expense of paid for traditional media.
(v) Potentially significant disruption to business models, particular from Facebook

In theory, all forms of content—movies, TV, music, books, magazines, newspapers—could
use Facebook as a distribution platform. We believe this would result in a richer
experience for consumers; deeper engagement with the content; allow fast, easy sharing
of content between individuals; and provide a wealth of data about consumption patterns
to both Facebook and the content owner.
Conceptually, the impact this would have on the media value chain could be profound. In
Figure 91 below, we show that media owners effectively perform four functions: (i) creating
content; (ii) filtering, or curating, the content; (iii) bundling or aggregating content into
channels/albums/newspapers; and (iv) distributing the aggregated content to consumers.
Value is created in each segment, with many media owners operating in all four.
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We would argue that social media platforms are likely to be disruptive to traditional media
owners in the distribution layer of the value chain: by offering a distribution platform which
offers more utility to both the user and the media owner, social media platforms are in a
strong position to gain share from offline and traditional online platforms. If individuals
prefer to consume newspaper, magazine and video content on these platforms and media
owners/publishers benefit from greater consumer engagement with their content, it seems
logical to expect social media platforms to become an important component of the media
value chain, in our view.
We also argue traditional media could be challenged in the aggregation layer of the value
chain, although we regard the threat as lower than for distribution. The aggregation
challenge stems from the ability of content creators to distribute directly to consumers
without the content being bundled into channels/albums. This disaggregation challenge is
similar to that posed (and in some case observed) more generally by online distribution
platforms for video, music, and newspaper content, but with the additional potency offered
by social media platforms, i.e., the power of the social graph. We would argue that
disaggregation is likely to accelerate as social media platforms proliferate.
Figure 8: Social media disruption to media value chain
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On balance, we believe social media will be net negative for traditional media—but
risks could be mitigated if embraced faster/more effectively than competitors

In general, as we have argued in many thematic reports over the years, we remain
concerned about the lower barriers to entry in the digital world and see the digital transition
as being negative for all sub-sectors except for Content, Professional Publishers, Outdoor
Advertising and the Agencies. The rise of social media compounds these headwinds.
Admittedly, there has been substantial product investment in digital by most European
media players over the past decade. However, few have reached the inflection point
where the erosion in analogue/print revenue is more than offset by faster online growth, let
alone enjoy the margin benefit of lower production and distribution costs and lower
technology investment. Digital revenues are c. 25% only of revenues across the sector.
Most therefore still have a long way to go before they can ease off digital investment and
reap the benefits—indeed some might have left it too late to establish a leading presence
in the online world to match their historical offline dominance. Broadcasters have been
particularly slow to react: the highest share of any incumbent of online viewing is just 4%
(BBC’s iPlayer), vs 20-30% share offline; the highest percentage of online revenues is just
3% (TF1). Long-term margins and perpetuity growth assumptions do not reflect the risks;
short-term, they face slowing TV ad momentum, tough comps and economic concerns.
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An opportunity for the agencies
Agencies can benefit from the increased complexity

We believe the agencies are in a strong position and can further enhance their role as
trusted adviser and navigator of the more complex digital marketing landscape, and from
advising on the multitude of opportunities and threats that social media offers their clients.
This supports our positive long-term thesis on the secular growth potential of the agencies
in the digital age (see our Decoding Digital report dated 12 July 2010).
We believe that the digital transition should be largely positive for fees, despite the
deflationary effect of the Internet on the advertising market. Importantly, as WPP
highlighted at our Managing the Digital Transition conference, in November 2011, the
agencies’ digital offer goes beyond advertising and into areas such as social media and
related activities e.g., digital media (audience buying, paid search, SEM and SEO); web
development; mobile (mobile and tablet apps, couponing, mobile media, location-based
offerings); data and analytics (real-time data analysis, tracking, targeting); and platforms
(e.g., web marketing platforms, media buying platforms, data management platforms,
offshore digital production). As Publicis have also highlighted to us at our conference,
increasing complexity is good for the agencies, as it means more consulting services to
offer, more data to manage, more media to buy. These new value-added services should
all help drive secular growth in the sector.
Evaluating the relative strengths of each company’s digital exposures and strategies is
difficult given each sells its own strategy well. But irrespective of the different strategies,
and even though definitions e.g., % of revenue can be contentious, it is clear that WPP
and Publicis have the greatest scale in digital in absolute terms, and both claim to derive
around 30% of revenue from digital activities.

An opportunity for the publishers too, but smaller
and more mixed
The opportunities and threats for the European publishers are polarised in our view, with
consumer publishers at the more threatened end and professional publishers at the more
opportunity-rich end. But only 2% of our SOTP valuations for our European Publishers
coverage are for consumer publishing assets, with 98% for professional publishing assets,
so we conclude that social media is a net positive for the European publishers.
The consumer publishers face a potentially tougher outlook for European print advertising
and industry readership slippage, in our view. European print advertising for the five
largest markets (UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain) has been underperforming
European total advertising by 4.0ppts CAGR over the last 11 years. It is forecast by
ZenithOptimedia to underperform by 3.8ppts in the three years to 2014E but this could
prove optimistic in our view if social media were to have a more material effect.
In the absence of the possible negative drag from advertising migrating to social media,
we believe that the professional publishers have the potential to enjoy a small net positive
from increasing engagement with their professional end-users through additional touch
points using social media and tapping into incremental revenues.
When ranking the European Publishers by number of Facebook fans for their top three
brands, we conclude: (i) social media traction is far more meaningful for the consumer
publishers, as would be expected by their mass market appeal; (ii) but despite the
significantly smaller niche markets, the professional publishers also have often surprising
numbers of fans; (iii) when consumer and professional publishing cross over such as in
‘must-have’ financial information publishing (e.g., Financial Times and The Economist), the
brand’s receptiveness on social media is incredibly high; (iv) the stand-out best in class
publisher on this metric is Pearson, which we also view as the most innovative and best
positioned publisher to play this theme; (v) the stand-out for very low social media
presence given its mass market consumer proposition is Yell, with just 4k fans for its
strongest brand (vs 917k fans for The Economist for example).
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Implications for European Media stocks
As noted above, in our view social media is net positive for Agencies; but another
negative headwind for traditional media owners

As most social media platforms are US owned and/or not listed, our primary concern is the
implications for European Media stocks.
Although the impact of social media is more of a long-term theme for the sector, we would
emphasise that longer-term structural shifts caused by the Internet have led to sharp deratings in various sub-sectors (e.g., directories, newspapers, magazines).
As we summarise above and analyse in depth in this report, we believe the agencies will
benefit from the additional complexity in the media landscape and from advising on the
multitude of opportunities that social media offers their clients. Long-term, margins and
perpetuity growth assumptions in analysts’ models do not reflect these upsides. Shortterm, although they are cyclicals which face a difficult macro outlook, their valuation is
undemanding and they have much lower structural risk exposure than the broadcasters.
Also in contrast to the broadcasters, we like the diversified nature of their revenues and
relatively high exposure to emerging markets and to the US. In 2012, we continue to seek
exposure to the superior secular emerging market growth (the consumer share of GDP in
the BRIC countries is substantially lower and productivity growth substantially higher). We
also prefer exposure to the US economy (Credit Suisse GDP forecast 2.3% in 2012E) vs
the Eurozone (-0.5%). In terms of exposure of European Media to emerging markets, we
would highlight WPP (28% of revenues from emerging markets in 2010), Publicis (23%),
JC Decaux (22% ), in terms of US exposure we would highlight Publicis (49% of revenues
from North America in 2011E) and WPP (35%).
We therefore continue to be overweight the agencies, specifically WPP and Publicis,
despite the sub-sector's relative outperformance of 8% in the last 12 months (6% in the
last 3 months).
We also continue to be overweight on the publishers, in particular on Pearson—which we
conclude is best in class among the publishers for its social media presence to-date and
innovation, and Reed Elsevier, which has the potential to untap incremental revenues from
enhanced engagement with end users. Our overall view on the implications for the
publishers is more polarised between the consumer and professional publishers but an
overweight stance on the publishers reflects the fact that 98% of the SOTP valuations for
our publisher coverage stem from the professional publishers, which we believe enjoy
small incremental revenue opportunities, yet only 2% of our valuations are assigned to
consumer publishing assets, which we conclude face tougher outlooks.
However, we expect social media platforms to increasingly encroach upon the adspend
share allocated to TV, which will not be fully offset by opportunities offered by the
relationship building, targeting and recommendation engines offered by social media.
Long-term margins and perpetuity growth assumptions do not reflect these risks; shorterterm, they face slowing TV ad momentum, tough comps and economic concerns.
We therefore continue to be underweight the broadcasters, specifically Mediaset, TF1 and
Mediaset Espana, all rated Underperform, despite the sub-sector's relative 15%
underperformance in the last 12 months (4% underperformance in the last 3 months).
The exception among the broadcasters is ITV, where we are positive and which we rate
Outperform. We think ITV offers the best content exposure among the European
broadcasters and therefore is the most likely to benefit (at least short-term) from
incremental digital revenues that social media platforms could offer. It is actively looking at
ways to monetise its content digitally (e.g., its recent content deals with Amazon/Lovefilm).
Overall, ITV believes, and we agree, that if the windows are managed carefully, as the US
studios have done successfully since inception, the revenues should be incremental
(analysts have little digital revenue in their models) and should not cannibalise its core ad
revenues. Interestingly the sentiment among US investors on the pervasive OTT TV
theme has changed from negative (fears of ‘cord-cutting’ and disintermediation) to positive
as the studios get new digital revenue streams.
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Structure of this report
This report is divided into the following sections:
(1) Social media: where we are: In this section we define social media; put the currently
available sites in their (brief) historical context; and set out the latest data on
penetration and usage. We highlight the key features of the major global social media
platforms, discuss the building blocks of their business models and discuss why sites
that historically attracted a large number of users eventually went into decline. We
focus on the most important global sites—Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Orkut, Tencent,
Renren, QZone and Sina.
(2) Current usage: Facebook dominates: In this section we highlight the latest available
data on usage of social media platforms globally. This data illustrates that Facebook is
unrivalled in terms of size: excluding China, where Facebook does not operate, the
platform has double the number of users of all its competitors combined. We also
present data showing that the average user is on Facebook for more than 6 hours per
week, and we highlight the importance of smartphones to Facebook usage.
(3) Monetising social media: In this section we assess how social media platforms can
make money. We highlight advertising, gaming, commerce and apps. With advertising
likely to be the biggest contributor to the revenues of social media platforms, we
illustrate the nature of hyper-targeted advertising, and argue that this means social
media—particularly Facebook—could take a much bigger share of total adspend over
the next five years. We forecast that social media advertising could reach $38bn by
2017E, commanding a 6% share of total advertising spend. We also highlight
feedback from CMOs on their perceived importance of social.
(4) Opportunities/risks for traditional media owners: In this section, we identify the
following key opportunities and risks posed by social media platforms for traditional
media owners. For us, the principal opportunities are (i) the ability to engage more fully
with consumers; (ii) the potential to create new revenue streams; and (iii) the ability to
collect data on consumption patterns. The principal risks are (i) disintermediation of
traditional platforms and disaggregation of content; (ii) lowering the barriers to entry;
(iii) hastening the erosion of offline platforms; (iv) competition for advertising dollars.
(5) Opportunities/risks for advertising agencies: In this section, we demonstrate how,
although the total ad market may continue to contract, the agencies should add
greater value to clients on navigating a more complex communications landscape—
and thus fees may grow disproportionately. We also highlight possible risks such as
social media encroaching on activities historically performed by agencies e.g., in
market research.
(6) Opportunities/risks for the publishers: In this section, we review the very different
implications of social media on the consumer vs professional publisher business
models. In particular, we consider: (i) the potentially tougher outlook for European print
advertising and readership; (ii) the risks to the professional publishers’ job sites; (iii)
the potential positives from increasing engagement with professional end-users and
tapping incremental revenues; (iv) social media initiatives for the leading publishers,
how they compare and where the greatest opportunities exist.
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1. Social media—where we are
Summary
In this section we define social media; put the currently available sites in their
(brief) historical context; and set out the latest data on penetration and usage. We
highlight the key features of the major global social media platforms, discuss the
building blocks of their business models and discuss why sites that historically
attracted a large number of users eventually went into decline. We focus on the
most important global sites—Facebook, Twitter, Google+, Orkut, Tencent, Renren,
QZone and Sina.
Figure 9: The world map of social networks—current
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1.1 ‘Social media’ versus ‘social networks’
The concept of a ‘social network’ is widely understood in both the online and offline world.
It is, in its simplest terms, a group of individuals with social connections, i.e., friends,
friends of friends, family, colleagues, acquaintances. Contact and interaction is maintained
in different ways offline and online, but the nature of the interaction is essentially the same,
i.e., individuals sharing information and engaging with others within the network.
We would define ‘social media’ as the use of web-based platforms and applications to
enable the sharing of information online.. The core functions of social media are therefore
to connect individuals; facilitate communication; and ultimately to share life experiences.
The concept of social networks is not new and has seen various iterations since inception,
such as GeoCities, Friendster, Myspace, etc. In recent years, social networks have
evolved to become a growing focus for user engagement for content and a rapidly
expanding platform offering a variety of activities and applications.
Figure 10: Years to achieve 50% penetration
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In this report we focus on the largest social media platforms, Facebook and Twitter (see
Figure 3), but our analysis is also applicable to the likes of MySpace, LinkedIn, Google+,
YouTube, QZone, Renren, Habbo, Bebo etc.

1.2 Social networks—the early days
The original ‘socially-interactive’ websites were aimed predominantly at young people, and
allowed users to create their own webpage, add video, pictures and messages. They then
collected friends from all over the world, whether they knew them personally or just
because they shared a common interest. They allowed people to express their personality,
or create an alter ego via the web, and then interact with like-minded people.
The social network sites offered several experiential components: the online personality
creation, ‘blogs’, audio—both songs and ‘podcasts’, video, messaging, discussion forums
and other interactive entertainment.
According to WPP’s The Futures Company, social networks have evolved to satisfy an
expression of underlying social needs, letting them communicate, collaborate,
create/curate and consult together—the “Four Cs”.
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Figure 11: Kantar’s 4 Cs

Source: WPP’s Kantar “Putting social media in context”. The Futures Company

The real potential of these sites from the media advertising point of view is that users are
collated into groups according to their common interests, and because they provide such a
plethora of personal information. This allows for extremely accurate targeted marketing,
which is further enhanced by the number of page views and the average time spent on a
social network site by the user. Furthermore, it provides a medium for highly interactive
adverts and for the spread of viral marketing campaigns.
However, the social network site users turned out to be fickle, as evidenced by Friendster,
which hit 11m members at the end of 2003, but then seemingly dropped off completely,
adding virtually no new users at a time when other sites were growing exponentially
(although Friendster started to lose popularity at the time its network suffered severe
technical difficulties due to over-capacity and users could not log on at peak times).

1.3 Facebook
As this report focuses on the likely impact of social media on traditional media, it is useful
to elaborate on the prominent platforms, how they work, what they offer their users and
how they make money. We start with Facebook.
History

Facebook is the world’s leading social media platform with over 800m users in September
2011, according to the company. The site was founded by Harvard students Mark
Zuckerberg, Eduardo Saverin, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes in February 2004.
When the site was first launched, it was restricted to students from Harvard University, and
shortly afterwards to students from other universities, starting with other US Ivy League
colleges. In September 2005 it opened to high schools, and then extended to employees
of selected companies (including Microsoft and Apple Inc). In September 2006 Facebook
opened its doors to anyone over the age of 13 who had a valid email address.
Functionality

Facebook is a platform which allows users to create an outward ‘profile’ of themselves,
including biographical information, photos, and other content, which can be shared with
other users. A user can grant access to this personal information by linking, or becoming a
‘friend’ of, another user.
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The minimum required to set up a profile is a valid email address and a real name—
Facebook has a no pseudonym policy. The user can, if they wish, then add additional
information to their profile including a photo, address, contact details, employment details,
education, interests (music, films, hobbies), political alignment, relationship status etc.
Once on Facebook the user can search for people they know who are also on Facebook,
find them and link to them by becoming ‘friends’. Facebook will then suggest other friends,
i.e., people you are likely to know based on an algorithm which considers, among other
things, mutual friends.
Also on the user’s profile is his/her ‘wall’, where friends can post comments and messages.
A user can also ‘update their status’ which essentially involves the user posting on their
own wall.
Once two users are friends they can access each other’s profile and begin to share
content. Users are able to post messages, links and videos to the individual; then in turn
friends can ‘comment’ on or ‘like’ the posts. If a user does not want to publicly share the
information they can send it via a ‘private message’ into the user’s inbox, which acts like
an email account. Users can upload and share photos, and tag friends in the photos such
that the photos are visible on both individuals’ pages. Facebook also allows users to set
up ‘group’ pages and events, a further way for users to communicate, share and interact.
On each Facebook user’s homepage is the individual’s personal ‘news feed’. This allows
users to observe activities undertaken on Facebook by his or her friends, for example,
photos uploaded, wall posts, status updates and videos posted. The news feed allows
users to stay in touch with friends and encourages users to interact more and share more
content: the more content that is shared in turn encourages friends to share further content
and thus the virtuous cycle continues, making users more engaged with Facebook.
Facebook has an algorithm which it uses to determine what it shows to each individual on
their personalised news feed taking into account "how many friends are commenting on a
certain piece of content, who posted the content, and what type of content it is (e.g. photo,
video, or status update)" (Source: Facebook). The site then offers users the ability to alter
their personal news feed controls to suit individual preferences.
Figure 12: Facebook Users’ Activities
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This also seems consistent with data on users’ time spent for each section of the
Facebook site. 27% of time is spent on each member’s Facebook newsfeed, by which
users learn, read, and discover news, updates, and content from their network.
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Figure 13: Time Spent on Facebook by Content Section
Share of Time Spent on Facebook.com by Content Section
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Photo sharing and commenting is also extremely important on the consumer-oriented
social platforms. As the analysis above illustrates, it accounted for 17% of time spent on
Facebook. According to published data, at the end of 2010, there are approximately 250
million photos uploaded to Facebook per day (Source: Facebook, January 2012).
Timeline

Facebook’s newest development, ‘Timeline’, was released to all users on 15 December
2012. Timeline is essentially a new layout replacing the user’s Facebook profile. The
timeline is a digital representation of a user’s life (or life since joining Facebook), with
events being published in chronological order.
The user is then able to alter the period of time assigned to specific events and also alter
which friends can see what content. Timeline makes it easier to navigate through a user’s
history giving a progressively fuller picture of a user’s life as their time on Facebook
increases. Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook’s CEO described the new layout as allowing the
user to “tell the whole story of your life on a single page” (Source: f8 2011 keynote).
Timeline is currently available to users who actively select it and is due to be rolled out all
users during January 2012.
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Figure 14: Chronology of Facebook features 2004-11
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Facebook’s business model

Facebook generates revenue through offering clients a platform on which they can access
Facebook’s vast user base and in many cases target specific niche subsets of users.
Facebook offers clients many advertising options, including:
■

‘Standard Ads’—ads with no social interaction or engagement, simply a banner type
ad with a link to the advertiser’s website outside Facebook

■

‘Premium Ads’—e.g., ‘Page Post Ads’ appearing on the user’s Facebook Home Page,
which users see immediately on logging on. Users can interact with this ad by ‘liking’
it, and can see what his or her friends are saying about the advert (i.e., it includes
enhanced social content). Any content which can be posted on a user’s wall can be
captured in a page post ad. The value of Premium Ads is for Facebook users to see
advertising messages through the ‘lens’ of their friends’ comments, which arguably
increases ad recall, engagement and effectiveness.

■

‘Like Ads’—ads which show content along with which of the user’s friends currently
‘like’ the brand. If none has ‘liked’ the ad, then the ad lists the total number of
Facebook users who liked the product.

■

‘Poll Ads’—these encourage interaction by allowing the users to engage and answer a
question posed by the ad, e.g., ‘are you excited about the new book publication of
XYZ?’. When the user has answered the question they can see their friends’
responses.

■

‘Event Ads’—an ad which invites users to attend a specific event, for example the
premier of a particular movie. Users can also see which of their friends will attend.

In 2007 Facebook opened the platform to corporates, allowing the creation of brand pages.
These enable companies to post updates and other forms of interaction directly to
consumers. Individual Facebook users can become ‘fans’ of brand pages, and post
comments about the brand on the page. This gives corporates the opportunity to obtain
two-way feedback about consumer experiences, promotions, and other relevant
information from their customers in a way which is impossible on offline media.
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Figure 15: Number of fans for brand pages on Facebook (millions)
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1.4 Twitter
Twitter is a global micro-blogging website founded in San Francisco in July 2006. The site
allows users to post character-limited blogs via the web and mobile devices, and has been
used to quickly communicate text and photo messages. The site has been embraced by
journalists, politicians and celebrities, and can be characterised as primarily a virtual ‘chat
room’ on current affairs, news and events.
The site allows users to publish their own short comments, limited to 140 characters of
text; or to simply subscribe to, or ‘follow’ the comments made by others. Twitter has
disclosed that around half of its active users simply follow others. By following a list of
other users—for example print journalists, news organisations or celebrities—it is possible
to create a customised stream of 140 character messages which keeps ‘followers’ updated
on the latest events which matter to them. Twitter thereby becomes a trusted community
from which users obtain up to date information. The most popular topics being included in
all users’ messages are listed in ‘trend’ lists, which can be filtered by location. Trending
topics are given prominence on each user’s home page.
In this context, although Twitter is a social network—i.e., it connects individuals on the
web—it differs from Facebook in many important ways:
(1) It does not require accounts to be opened using actual identities—although users must
clearly flag ‘spoof’ accounts which imitate others
(2) It is not necessary to have a personal connection with another user in order to ‘follow’
them, so the connections between users have no parallel in the offline world—
whereas connections on Facebook largely reflect real world relationships
(3) Usage of the platform is still primarily in the form of text-based information, whereas
Facebook is dominated by photo and video sharing.
Twitter is particularly powerful as a ‘second screen’ by which TV viewers can interact,
especially for live event-type programming.
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Figure 16: Twitter home page

Note: Image deliberately blurred
Source: Twitter

Kantar’s Putting social media in context publication in 2011 (specifically the Compete
survey) highlighted some of the similarities and differences between Twitter and
Facebook. In terms of site visits, 39% of Twitter users use the service at least once a day,
versus 59% for Facebook—and Twitter users are more likely to access the service via a
mobile phone. In terms of usage patterns, 81% of Facebook users were both content
generators and content consumers vs 56% on Twitter.
Twitter’s business model

A large number of brands have a presence on Twitter, in the form of corporate accounts
posting updates on their products. These accounts are also used to participate in
discussions on customer experiences, or simply to monitor discussions.
Although the number of registered users is high, the volume of advertising on the Twitter
site remains relatively low. Given the site is also free to use, revenues remain far lower
than for Facebook with eMarketer estimating $140m for 2011, versus close to $4bn for
Facebook. In a recent interview with the Financial Times, Adam Bain (Twitter’s Chief
Revenue Officer) said: “Twitter the product is five years old, [but] Twitter the business is
just slightly over a year old. We’ve done a lot in a short amount of time... Our motto has
been to do it right, rather than do it right away”.
There are currently three advertising products available to brands: promoted trends;
promoted tweets; and promoted accounts. Each allows advertisers to attract a user’s
attention, or buy prominence in a user’s ‘timeline’, the chronological stream of messages.
These products were only offered for the first time in stages during 2010, and are only
available on the website, not on the various third-party applications via which the service
can be accessed (Tweet Deck /Twitter for iPhone & BlackBerry /Twitterific /HootSuite
/Twittelator /Echofon).
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1.5 LinkedIn
Founded in December 2002, LinkedIn is the world’s leading professional network with over
100m global users, well ahead of competitors such as Viadeo and Xing. According to the
company’s SEC registration document, the site allows users to “create, manage and share
their professional identity online, build and engage with their professional network, access
shared knowledge and insights, and find business opportunities, enabling them to be more
productive and successful”.
Like Facebook, LinkedIn allows users to create a profile page which carries biographical
information, the difference being the type of disclosure. Given LinkedIn’s positioning as a
professional network, users’ profiles focus on employment history and professional
experience and as such are akin to an online curriculum vitae.
Figure 17: LinkedIn profile page

Note: Image deliberately blurred
Source: LinkedIn

LinkedIn Business model

LinkedIn, unlike both Twitter and Facebook, is not primarily advertising funded. Instead the
site obtains the majority of its revenue by selling hiring solutions to enterprises and
organisations. These hiring solutions are mainly based on the use of LinkedIn to undertake
highly targeted job searches. According to the company’s SEC registration document,
LinkedIn then also obtains revenue from selling marketing solutions (both display and text
adverts) and by charging members for ‘premium’ services (these services include
“enhanced search results, enhanced communication capability, improved organizational
functionality and priority customer support”.
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1.6 Google+, Orkut
Google currently operates two social networks—Google+ and Orkut. Google+ was
launched as an invite only service in June 2011; it was then opened out to anyone over 18
and by October 2011 the site had 40m users (according to Google CEO Larry Page).
Google+ appears to us to mark Google’s clearest and most direct attempt to challenge
Facebook globally.
Google+

Google+ has a number of innovative features not present on competitor social media
platforms:
(1) ‘Circles’, which allow users to group contacts into different categories based on the
type of relationship (friends, family, work colleagues etc), so users can selectively
share information and content as they feel comfortable.
(2) ‘Hangout’, which allows up to 10 users to simultaneously engage in video chat
(3) ‘Huddle’, a group messaging service similar to Hangout but text based
(4) A tailored news service known as ‘Sparks’.
In addition, the site has a ‘+1’ button, which allows users to recommend posts and sites
similar to Facebook’s ‘Like’ button.
Figure 18: Google+ Circles

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse US Media and Internet team

‘Stream’ is a part of Google+ where users can see updates from their circles and also
share photos, videos and text. Google+ has games which are provided in the separate
‘Games’ tab for which notification are also found separately. ‘Ripples’ is a tool which
shows the chain of re-sharing of a public post where users can check variety of statistics
of the chain. Google+ has also launched ‘Google+ Pages’ allowing organisations to set up
profiles and interact with the users on the network.
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Figure 19: Google+ homepage

Source: Google

In the ‘+1’ing Google+’ report (1 August 2011) by our US Media and Internet analyst
Spencer Wang, our US team noted that over time, Google+ could tie in with key Google
services like search, YouTube, display, and enterprise. They see a symbiotic relationship
between these services, with Google+ augmenting traffic and relevance of these services,
while receiving data, content, traffic, etc. in return. Combined with its Chrome browser and
OS platform initiatives, Google therefore appears to be well placed to reach users
wherever, whenever, and however they are connected to the Internet.
The team believes leveraging ‘social’ is an important initiative for Google. In fact,
according to Business Insider, citing a company memo, Google is tying 25% of employee
bonuses in 2011 to its progress in social media, which seems to be consistent with this
viewpoint. The team highlights several benefits for Google from a successful social media
strategy:
■

Search: ‘social signals’ can enhance the relevance of search results. In turn, greater
access to these social signals for Google could lead to improved search advertising,
although we note that ‘social’ is one of many signals that Google uses to determine
search relevancy.

■

Defensive: Internet users are spending more time on social networks—a strong
‘owned & operated’ social platform could provide defensive benefits for Google and
protect some of its core applications.

■

Platform to Drive New Services: Some social media companies—such as
Facebook—have enjoyed success as a platform for other apps and services. As the
enabling platform, social companies can share in revenue from these new services.
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Figure 20: How Google+ may tie in with other Google properties
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Orkut

Orkut was launched in 2004 by Google after being developed as a side project by a
Google employee. The site currently finds favour in Brazil (where c50% of its users live)
and in India. The site has over 61m users globally, as of November 2011 (Source: Google
Doubleclick ad planner).
Orkut members can post a message to others in the ‘Scrapbook’ and the posts are called
‘Scraps’. The messages could be made visible to the public or any members on the
network by selecting the privacy settings. Orkut provides an option to integrate Google
Talk for instant chat and filesharing. Users can upload videos through YouTube and share
photos with tags. In March 2011 Orkut added a feature enabling users to ‘Like’ the posts of
other users. Orkut allows users to change themes of their page, add any member to their
‘Crush List’ and get notified when another user is added to a ‘Crush List’. Orkut does not
support games, unlike Google+ and Facebook.
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Figure 21: Orkut homepage

Source: Orkut

1.7 Others—Tencent, Renren, QZone, Sina, European
sites
Tencent’s QZone, Pengyou, Micro-blog and instant messenger

Tencent has a number of Social Networking sites, namely QZone, Pengyou and Tencent
Micro-blog in addition to the group’s instant messaging service QQ IM.
Tencent’s social networking sites are collectively known as QQ, with the three sites
together making QQ China’s most widely accessed social platform. QQ is a social network
which allows users to use pseudonyms. The site has historically had high ad attention
ratios, ad clicks and actual ad clicks among its ‘loyal’ and ‘usual’ users but much lower
levels among the less valuable, long tail of ‘common’ users, making the site the most
preferred advertising platform. Tencent Holdings divides its revenue into Internet Value
Added Services (79% of group revenue in 2010), Wireless Value Added Services (13% of
group revenue in 2010) and Advertising (7% of group revenue in 2010). The vast majority
of Tencent’s revenue comes from the group’s complex IVAS monetisation strategy which
involves Tencent charging members for different levels of service. Our Asia Internet team
believes Tencent obtains close to 90% of its revenue from subscriptions.
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Figure 22: Tencent’s multi-layer SNS platform

Source: Credit Suisse Asia Internet team

Tencent’s SNS products are ranked among the top three in nearly all demographics,
except for some specific demographic segments: (1) QZone and Pengyou have the lowest
market share in the age group of ‘18-25’; similarly, by occupation, all three products have
the lowest market share in the ‘students’ segment; (2) Tencent has a high market share in
the lower education group; and (3) all Tencent SNS products have higher market shares in
non-top four cities. In particular, QZone has a 17.1% share in the non-top four cities, but
only 10% in the top-four cities, implying Tencent’s popularity is rising in lower-tier cities.
Pengyou the ‘real-name’ social networking platform owned by Tencent is particularly
strong among the 46-55 year olds category.
Figure 23: Tencent’s QQ with Q+

Figure 24: Qzone’s interface
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Tencent designed the user interface of QQ IM software and QZone to improve crossselling with both Pengyou and Micro-blog products. QQ users can easily visit Tencent
Micro-blog and Pengyou by clicking a button on the front page of the QZone user page
and on the toolbar of the QQ IM software. Due to the large user base of both QQ IM and
QZone, Tencent has designed both QQ IM and QZone as the board platforms and
gradually migrated users to the Micro-blog and Pengyou platforms to fulfil their more
diversified needs.
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Figure 25: Pengyou’s interface

Figure 26: Tencent’s micro-blog interface
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Renren

Renren is the third most popular social network in China but the largest ‘real name’ social
networking player in China with 48% penetration rate, almost twice Tencent Pengyou’s
25% and Kaixin001’s 23% (Source: Credit Suisse’s March 2011 Asia SNS survey). The
site’s concept bears many similarities to that of Facebook. Founded as Xiaonei.com at
Tsinghua University, a widely respected Chinese university, it was first available to
students with the ‘real name’ angle benefitting from the students’ use of university email
addresses prior to the site being rolled out to the wider public. Renren is owned by Renren
Inc, with over 50% of Renren Inc’s revenue derived primarily from its advertising offering.
According to Asia SNS survey, Renren is particularly popular with the younger generation.
The site has a 21% share of time spent on social networks among 18-25 year olds and
students (24% time market share) but has a much weaker presence among older users
with just a 5% time market share among 26-35 year old users. Renren Inc also owns
Jingwei, a Chinese professional social network.
Renren’s home page has a relatively simple user interface when compared to major
competitor QZone, although still relatively cluttered by comparison to the large US players.
Renren offers brand advertising, e.g., banner advertising and theme campaigns.
According to Google Adplanner, Renren was among the top 15 websites in terms of traffic
in April 2011, but it accounted for only 0.8% of the total online advertising market.
Figure 27: User home page interface of Renren

Source: Renren, Credit Suisse research
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In early 2011, Renren removed the advertising banners on the front page of the user
account in order to improve user experience. Despite less advertising space, Renren has
delivered 100%-plus YoY growth in online advertising revenue, with Renren increasingly
perceived as a strong online property.
However, the core value of social networking stems not only from traffic, but from the
actual relationship between friends, i.e., ‘social graph’. Thus, Renren has been increasing
its R&D spending and headcount to develop new advanced advertising systems based on
social graphs, similar to that of Facebook. According to management, Renren has hired
key engineers from top Internet companies to form the core team of a new advertising
system. The new advertising system will target both SMEs and large advertisers. As there
are 42 million SMEs in China, they are potentially a significant advertising group for
Renren to explore. According to management, Renren will develop new distribution
channels and appoint local distributors to reach SMEs. In the new system, advertisers can
choose targeted advertising groups based on demographics, interests and trends. We had
assumed the new system would be launched in 1Q12. But, according to management,
Renren will launch the new system on beta test in the later part of this year.
Sina

Although launched less than two years ago, Sina micro-blog has become one of the most
prolific social media platforms in China with the site recording the highest level of access
time among respondents in the Credit Suisse proprietary SNS survey. The site was one of
the first Chinese social networking sites to implement a hybrid naming system (allowing
both pseudonyms and real names).
In terms of SNS access time market share (the market share of total sample time spent),
Sina micro-blog is the top social networking site in China with 15.5%. Sina micro-blog is:
(1) the No. 1 player in the female group;
(2) ranked among the top three in all younger age groups;
(3) ranked among the top three in all monthly income and occupation groups; and
(4) ranked among the top three in all geographical regions, particularly top four cities and
overseas.
Figure 28: Sina micro-blog user page

Source: Sina
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Given how nascent the site is, the group’s monetisation strategy is not particularly
developed. Sina’s CEO, Charles Chao, disclosed the six potential business models for
Sina microblog as:
(1) interactive targeted advertising
(2) social games
(3) real time search
(4) mobile value-added services
(5) e-commerce
(6) digital content distribution.
Based on Credit Suisse’s survey, Sina micro-blog’s general users have a substantially
higher ad attention ratio than the market average. This shows that advertising would be a
viable, and even highly successful, monetisation approach for Sina micro-blog users.
Other European sites

Within Europe there are a number of regional players. On the professional networking side
Viadeo (France) and Xing (Germany) have c.35m and c.10m users respectively. In Spain,
Tuenti, a general but invitation-only social networking site, has c.12m users.
Some of the largest regional social networking sites in Europe are in Russia. In Russia
Facebook is the fourth most widely used network behind Vkontakte (40% owned by
Mail.Ru), Odnoklssniki (wholly owned by Mail.Ru) and MoiMir (wholly owned by Mail.Ru).
Badoo is reported by Wired to be gaining 100,000 new members per month. The site is
prominent in Latin America, Spain, Italy and France and is focused on allowing users to
meet new people rather than to maintain contact with existing contacts of the user.

1.8 Why did MySpace and Bebo fail?
MySpace was purchased in July 2005 by News Corp. for US$580m and in less than one
year, its unique users more than doubled from 20m to 51m in May 2006. Even more
impressive was the growth in page views, which tripled over the same period. This put
MySpace second only to Yahoo in the US market.
Figure 29: US monthly unique users (‘000)

Figure 30: US page views (m)
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Figure 31: Number of unique users (millions)—Facebook

Figure 32: Minutes (000s) / Unique (millions)—Facebook
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There are many possible reasons for MySpace’s decline, including being bought by a
corporate had a negative effect on the site’s image; over-burdening with adverts; too much
freedom given to users to customise their sites not being innovative enough, and having a
weak underlying technology platform.
MySpace was not the only casualty. Bebo, a social networking site in the mould of
MySpace, boasted over 25m registered users and, according to Hitwise, was the quickest
growing website in June 2006 in the US. But Bebo was vulnerable to the fickle youth
market.
Another casualty was Friends Reunited, purchased by ITV in December 2005 for £120m
plus £55m in earnout bonuses. This site, instead of providing a means for young people to
keep in touch, tried to reunite them at a later date. The site was aimed at generations who
did not have a MySpace or Facebook-type arena while they were at school or university—
but its longevity and application across new generations was always questioned.
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2. Current usage—Facebook dominates
Summary
In this section we highlight the latest available data on usage of social media
platforms globally. This data illustrates that Facebook is unrivalled in terms of size:
excluding China, where Facebook does not operate, the platform has double the
number of users of all its competitors combined. We also present data showing that
the average user is on Facebook for more than 6 hours per week, and highlight the
importance of smartphones to Facebook usage.

2.1 Facebook is double the size of all its non-Chinese
competitors combined
Based on the most recent available data (see Figure 33 below), Facebook is the largest
social network platform with over 800 million global users, and Tencent is the second
largest platform with 531 million users, followed by Twitter with c. 100 million
Figure 33: Estimated number of users by social network platform
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To provide some context for these figures, we note that, as of 2Q11, there were ~2 billion
global Internet users. In turn, this implies that Facebook penetration online is
approximately 35%, followed by Tencent and Twitter with 30% and 9% global penetration,
respectively.
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Figure 34: Social Network Penetration of Global Internet Users, 2Q11
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In Figure 35, the top search in 12 out of the 17 countries listed is a social network—in 10
cases, Facebook.
Figure 35: Top Google search results by geography (12m to 4 January 2012)
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2.2 Over 6 hours per week is spent on social media
platforms in the UK
Figure 36, showing data from Ofcom’s 2010 Communication report, illustrates how the
average time per user per month spent on social networks in the UK has changed from
mid 2008, with the time spent on Facebook almost doubling.
Figure 36: Average number of hours spent on selected social networking sites in the UK
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Source: UKON/Nielson, The OFCOM communications report 2010.

At the time of writing, Facebook has over 800m users, with, according to WPP’s Kantar
research, 59% of those users returning to the site at least once a day. Unsurprisingly this
is a significantly higher frequency than the percentage of users of professional networking
LinkedIn returning each day—10%—but is also significantly ahead of the 39% of Twitter
users returning each day.
Figure 37: Frequency of usage of social media platforms (global, 2011)
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NB High frequency = at least once a day, Medium frequency = several times a month or more, Low
frequency = Once per month or less
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As is evident from Figure 38 below, Facebook has added considerably to the online
inventory available to advertisers.
Figure 38: Top Ten U.S. Online Display Publishers by Number of Impressions (millions)
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Figure 39: Top Social Media Brands by Total Audience (000) Percent Growth
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comScore also highlights that social networking in total accounts for 19% of time spent
online, up from 6% in March 2007 for the 15+ age group, with the growth in social
networking time coming at the expense of email and Portals.
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Figure 40: Average hours spent on social networking across geographies
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As illustrated in Figure 41, communication is the dominant factor among both young and
old. In terms of social networking, usage is much higher for the 16-24 old demographic
than for 65+, this difference confirming that social networks are predominantly used by the
younger demographic.
Figure 41: Types of internet activities carried out by age: 2010
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16-24, 134 aged 65+). Data for those aged 75+ not available due to low base size.

That said, Figure 42 and Figure 43 show the US demographic of individuals visiting the
domains of two specific social networks, Facebook and Twitter. The charts show that in
2010 the 35-54 year old demographic enjoyed a 35.4% share of visitors, with the 18-34s at
40.3%. In the case of Twitter, the 35-54 year old demographic enjoyed a 32.5% share of
visitors, with the 18-34’s at 46.6%. Over the period the number of visitors increased
sharply, and therefore the number of visitors in each category increased.
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Figure 42: U.S. Demographic Profile Share of Visitors to

Figure 43: U.S. Demographic Profile Share of Visitors for
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According to the Kantar survey, 50% of those surveyed use social networking sites at least
once a week—see Figure 44. This is well ahead of other popular online activities, including
online chat rooms or creating or contributing online content in some form. At 50% the
result is only slightly behind the percentage who stated they used instant messaging or
texting at least once a week. This is unsurprising given that some online social networks
(for example Facebook) currently offer instant messaging services. It is however surprising
given the 57% includes those ‘texting’.
Figure 44: Online activities done at least weekly
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Social networks as status symbols

Figure 45 shows the average number of ‘contacts’ (or ‘friends’ as referred to on Facebook)
for the primary social networking platform of 14-29 year olds. The average of near 250 for
UK users illustrates the popularity of social networks as status symbols among young
people.
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Figure 45: Average number of contacts on 14-to 29-year-olds' primary social networking
platform, October 2010
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2.3 Smartphones becoming increasingly important
The rapid growth and development and wide acceptance of smartphones has facilitated
mobile social networking and fuelled the penetration of social networks.
Figure 46: Total smartphone ownership worldwide (millions)
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Using mobile phones to access social media is becoming increasingly common. Indeed,
as Ofcom reported (see Figure 48 below), 57% of people with PCs accessed social
network sites via their PC versus 62% of mobile phone users did so via their mobile phone.
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Figure 47: Daily Users (000) of Select Services in U.S. and

Figure 48: % of PC internet users and mobile phone
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Figure 49: Usage by location

Figure 50: No of US smartphone subscribers accessing
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Figure 51: Total UK mobile audience (m) accessing social media
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Figure 52: Top UK mobile sites by total minutes spent in million minutes
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3. Monetising social media
Summary
In this section we assess how social media platforms can make money. We
highlight advertising, gaming, commerce and apps. With advertising likely to be the
biggest contributor to the revenues of social media platforms, we illustrate the
nature of hyper-targeted advertising, and argue that this means social media—
particularly Facebook—could take a much bigger share of total adspend over the
next five years. We forecast that social media advertising could reach $38bn by
2017, commanding a 6% share of total advertising spend. We also highlight
feedback from CMOs on their perceived importance of social.

3.1 Land grab mode
Our US Media and Internet team, in particular Spencer Wang and John Blackledge, have
given considerable thought to how social media companies make money. We have drawn
extensively from their work in this area (for example, Web 2.011, 1 August 2011)
In their view, the reality is that social media remains very much in the early stages from a
monetisation standpoint. We believe that most social media platforms are, for now,
primarily focused on building a large, engaged use—i.e., they are in land grab mode.
Why? Although barriers to entry are low and switching costs moderate, we believe there
are benefits from scale and positive network effects. First, as Metcalfe’s law states, the
value of a network grows in proportion to the number of connected users. The classic
example is the telephone system: if there was only one user of a telephone system, the
network is largely useless. However, as the number of users rise, the value of the network
similarly grows and becomes self-reinforcing.
Second, for social networks specifically, a larger user base drives other benefits including
more user data, which can be utilised to increase engagement. Additionally, in the case of
social networks with APIs, a larger user base attracts more third-party developers to
create applications, which can also grow engagement and generate more user data. Lots
of users and high engagement create opportunities to produce revenues. Greater
revenues, in turn, allow the platform to invest more in new features which can enhance the
number of users, the utility of the network, and engagement. All of this creates a virtuous
cycle.
Figure 53: Network effect in social media
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3.2 Analogy: the social operating system?
To better understand and assess the business opportunity we can draw an analogy with
Microsoft’s Windows business model. In the traditional PC environment, Microsoft’s
Windows operating system was the underlying, foundational platform. This platform
allowed Microsoft to develop first party applications (such as Office), while other software
providers created third party applications. In this case, Microsoft generates revenues from
the sale of the OS and first party apps, but not from third party apps.
In contrast, social networks are free to users as are most first party applications, such as
the photo, messaging, and groups applications on Facebook, which are core to the
platform. But social networks can generate revenues from ancillary streams like
advertising. In addition, some platforms such as Facebook can share in revenues with
certain third-party application providers (see Figure 54).
Figure 54: Dominant social media platforms can monetise in many ways
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3.3 The monetisation of social media
Ultimately, we believe that social media platforms with scale will have multiple
opportunities for monetisation in a number of categories:
1. Social Gaming—one of the first successful categories on social media platforms.
Casual gaming is ideal for social media platforms because they can enhance virality and
drive user engagement. Social media platforms will monetise this by taking a fee for
distribution. In addition, it can be an opportunity to enable payments and virtual goods.
Over 53% of Facebook users play games on the platform.
2. Commerce on social media platforms will emerge as companies begin to leverage the
social graph, i.e., the network of individual relationships between users of the platform
(see below). Product recommendations and the opportunity to create a one-to-one
dialogue with users who have expressed a ‘like’ for a brand could help drive conversions.
Over time, companies will increasingly sell their products and services directly through the
platform. For example, Warner Bros., earlier in 2011, made Batman: The Dark Knight
available for streaming on an electronic rental basis via Facebook.
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3. Payments will become a core element of the revenue generation of social media
platforms as social commerce and gaming expand on the platform. Facebook has already
built a ‘Credits’ system where 10 Facebook credits equate to $1 and these credits can be
used to purchase digital goods. For each transaction with Facebook Credits, the platform
receives 30%. We note that PayPal and most major credit cards are accepted funding
sources for Facebook Credits.
4. Advertising is already a major source of revenue for most social media companies. A
large member base combined with user data provides the opportunity for sophisticated
targeting. Advertisers can target based on specific interests (explicit graph), inferred
interests (implicit graph), and by geography, gender, age and other demographic
information. Facebook, as one example, offers ‘Sponsored Stories’, a form of advertising
that highlights the activity of a user’s friends who interacted with a brand. Twitter also
offers Promoted Accounts and Promoted Tweets offerings.
5. Location services could facilitate local offers from social media players. Platforms like
Foursquare are paving the way for fully integrated social platforms delivering offers,
discounts, and recommendations from the social graph. This plays to one of social media’s
strengths, which is its strong link to mobile/smart phone usage.
6. Specialised applications and services will also likely emerge that are unique to the
characteristics of a platform. A primary example of this revenue opportunity is LinkedIn,
which is targeting a subscription model for users but also an Enterprise opportunity for job
postings, resume submission, and acquiring talent for enterprises.
Figure 55: Examples of third party monetisation on Facebook

Company

Platform Use

Metrics

Zynga

Created the leading social gamin g platform on
Facebook with games like Farmville and Cityville.

$839mil in booking revenues in 2010, 60Mil dail y users.

American
Express

Working with the market leading lo catio n based
c heck in provider Foursquare – created a product
where user can register their card on the
Foursquare platform and receive promotion for
discount and deals.

A test run in March yielded partic ipants spending 20% more on
their cards than those who did not have the card registered on
Foursquare.

Starbucks

Created a Facebook fan page, which allows
Starbucks to interact, engage, and communicate
with fans.

Am assed 24 m illion fans and is one of the leading brands on
Facebook.

Warner Bros.

Leverage Facebook for dir ect streaming of “The
Dark Knight” making payment through Facebook
Credits for a 48 hour rental period

Opportunity to access m ill ions of users and started with a title
that had 4 millio n fans on platform – several titles to follow.

Source: Credit Suisse US Media and Internet team research

3.4 Why is social media attractive for advertisers?
Reach and frequency are the main pulls…

While users are attracted to social media because of the functionality and sheer scale of
the site—which means a large proportion of people they know use it—advertisers are
attracted by the same metrics as for all media: reach and frequency.
...but hyper-targeting is the key attraction

The key attraction for advertisers of social media platforms is the ability to directly target
messages to specific groups. This is in contrast to other online media and paid search,
where demographic information has to be inferred from usage data. Because individuals
do not have to log in to view a web page, consumption is anonymous. Although ‘cookies’
help build up a picture of what the individual’s tastes/likes/propensity to buy a product
might be, targeted advertising is essentially based on a calculated guess.
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The key, and vast, step forward offered to advertisers on social media platforms is that
individuals typically publish their actual identities and log in as that individual. While names
and addresses are still kept hidden, this means advertisers can target demographics in
much more granular detail than can be achieved by traditional advertising on the web.
Moreover many social media platforms, including Facebook, collect much more
information than just names. Facebook also has data on individual’s gender, ethnicity,
marital status, location, occupation, as well as interests in organisations, political parties,
music and brands. These form an individual’s ‘social graph’, i.e., the network of
relationships with people and things on the web (see Section 4 from page 61 later in this
report for a fuller discussion of the social graph). The latest version of Facebook’s site
allows the full integration of media and other content applications, further enriching the
social graph and the picture of interests and propensity to buy products.
For advertisers, this means social media platforms—and Facebook in particular given its
scale—offer a level of efficiency that is a multiple of that offered by other advertising on the
web, and many multiples of that offered by traditional offline advertising.
If, for example, a running shoe advertiser can move from targeting ‘people who have
visited a sporting goods website’ to targeting ‘women aged 30-40, who are members of a
running club, live in Newcastle, work in a library, and who are planning to run the London
marathon in 2012’, their advertising spend may well deliver a higher return on investment.
Figure 56: In social media, user is the sum of identity and activity stream
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3.5 How do advertisers use social media?
Fan pages on Facebook

In addition to highly targeted advertising on platforms like Facebook, advertisers are
increasingly using social media platforms to build consumer interaction with their brands.
This is described as shifting investment from ‘paid’ media (i.e., media on which advertisers
pay to deliver a message to consumers) to ‘earned’ media (i.e., platforms on which
consumers themselves interact with, discuss and implicitly promote brands).
Leading global brands like Coca Cola, P&G (Pringles), Starbucks, Mars (Skittles), Apple
and Sony have all developed large ‘fan’ bases on Facebook. Coca Cola had over 35m
fans as of October 2011—a very large network of individuals with whom the brand can
communicate.
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Kantar’s Putting social media in context Compete survey in 2011 referred to Twitter CEO
Dick Costolo’s view on how valuable the Twitter site was as a marketing tool. The survey
found that “56% of those who follow a brand on Twitter indicate they are more likely to
purchase a product from that company compared to 47% of those who like a brand on
Facebook”. The Kantar survey also found that 84% of those who ‘follow a brand on Twitter
and 60% who ‘like’ a brand on Facebook said that a key reason for doing so was to
receive ‘updates on future products’.
The multiplier effect of ‘friends of fans’

Once an individual becomes a fan of a brand page on Facebook, that brand can deliver
messages and provide opportunities for fans to comment on their products. Importantly,
interaction with a brand page is displayed in an individual’s News Feed (or home page)
and is therefore visible to that individual’s network of friends. If becoming a fan of a brand
is an implicit recommendation, that recommendation is visible to a much wider group of
people.
We note recent research from Comscore and Facebook, which highlights the number of
individuals on Facebook exposed to Bing (Microsoft’s search engine). We show this in
Figure 57 below. While Bing has a relatively small 1.7m fans of its corporate page, the size
of the ‘friends of fans’ is 136 times bigger, at 232m. While the size of this multiplier is
unlikely to be representative for other brands, it is fair to assume that Facebook provides
brands with an opportunity to engage with a wide community of individuals on the
platform—well in excess of 100m in many cases—even if they are not directly fans.
Figure 57: The multiplier effect—illustration
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Fans
200m
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Source: Credit Suisse research

Paid, owned and earned media

Spending on social media is currently confined to what marketers call ‘earned’ media
budgets, which are typically considered separately from ‘paid/bought’ media and ‘owned’
media. These concepts, first put forward by Nokia employee Daniel Goodall, have become
widely used within the industry. We believe however that this framework’s boundaries are
becomes less clearly distinguishable as social media elevates the significance of earned
media.
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Broadly speaking, ‘owned’ media refers to a company’s website, or more simplistically a
shop or retail outlet, created by the owner, which as a by-product may promote the brand.
‘Paid/bought’ media refers to advertising secured by the brand in exchange for money, for
example billboards, print ads or TV advertisements. ‘Earned’ media refers to the additional
impact on a brand that others can have when they promote or convey opinions on the
brand, traditional examples being reviews and write ups.
The media landscape, as represented simplistically by these historically distinct buckets,
has however, changed. Paid/bought media has seen changes brought about by the new
digital age, e.g., online video advertising, interactive TV, online display advertising (on a
cost per thousand and on a pay per click basis). Owned media has expanded with the
production of mobile content and apps, corporate activity on the Internet and social
networks along with investment in both search engine optimisation (SEO) and customer
relationship management (CRM), potentially through social networks such as Facebook
fan pages.
The shift towards earned media, of which social media is arguably a sub-set, reflects the
value advertisers see in the social graph. In essence, advertisers realise that generating
explicit or implicit recommendations for their products on social media platforms can be a
much more effective use of their marketing investment than traditional offline or even
online advertising or direct marketing.
Figure 58: Definitions of paid, owned, earned media

Source: Forrester Research Inc.

Some of the world’s largest advertisers are embracing this shift. We would highlight in
particular Unilever, the second largest global advertiser, as one which sees earned media
becoming a much more important part of the marketing mix in the near future.
Figure 59 shows that in 2015, Unilever sees 30% of all impressions delivered coming from
earned media, of which social media forms a part, up from 13% in 2010. We believe this
implies the social media component commanding a slightly lower proportion of spend, say
25%, by 2015, up from less than 10% currently. Conversely they expect paid media to
continue falling, from 80% in 2010 (already down from 80% in 2000) to 60% in 2015.
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Figure 59: Change in marketing mix—the example of Unilever

Note: percentages relate to impressions delivered
Source: Unilever

3.6 Next stop—traditional media dollars?
As discussed above, advertising spend on social media has thus far been confined to the
‘earned media’ bucket within advertisers’ marketing budgets. Although earned media’s
share is likely to rise over time, if social media remains confined to this bucket, its longterm growth could be capped. We would argue that in fact advertising on social media
platforms could become much more mainstream, and attract investment which is currently
allocated to traditional or ‘paid’ media, for the simple reason that social media advertising
has a higher return on investment (ROI), and can compete on reach and frequency with
traditional media platforms.
The shift of advertising investment from traditional media to the Internet is already well
established and documented. We believe the rapidly developing social media platforms,
particularly Facebook, could be the main beneficiary of advertising dollars being taken out
of traditional media. As budgets previously allocated to print advertising, for example, are
‘released’, we believe Chief Marketing Officers (CMOs) will invest increasing proportions
of these released funds into social media. The rationale would be simple economics—the
return on investment (ROI) of the reallocated dollars is high. Our qualitative feedback from
our CMOs survey referred to in section 3.9 below supports this view.
To illustrate this already well-established trend, we show in Figure 60 and Figure 61 below
the key changes in marketing services spending in the US between 2000 and 2011E,
based on ZenithOptimedia data. This shows that total marketing services spend grew by
$12bn over that period, but that comprised a $14bn rise in below the line advertising (i.e.,
sales promotions, direct mail, PR etc) and a $2bn decline in media spend (i.e., on TV, print,
Internet etc).
Within the $2bn decline in media spend, the key changes are simple: print advertising fell
by $27bn between 2000 and 2011E, of which $20bn (c70%) went to Internet advertising
and $7bn (c30%) went to TV. All other media (radio, outdoor and cinema) were essentially
unchanged (-$1bn).
We believe these US trends are being, or are likely to be, replicated in other markets, with
print advertising dollars being freed up and the majority being reallocated to Internet
advertising. We believe it is reasonable to expect social media platforms to benefit
disproportionately.
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Figure 60: US marketing services expenditure 2000-2011E

Figure 61: Cumulative change in US marketing services
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Figure 62: US media spend 2011E by medium ($bn)

Figure 63: US marketing services spend by medium ($bn)
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3.7 How big could social media spending get?
As we show in Figure 66 and Figure 67, ZenithOptimedia forecasts advertising spending in
the US on social media properties could total $1bn in 2011, or 4% of the $26bn total to be
spent on all US Internet advertising. On a global basis, we estimate that roughly $1.7bn
could have been spent on social media in 2011.
In the context of usage data, which suggests around 19% of all time spent online is on
social media, we believe social media advertising investment is set to grow substantially
over the coming five years. This growth will likely be driven by (i) reallocation of traditional
media dollars, particularly from print; (ii) continued growth in Internet dollars, financed by
reallocated below the line budgets and new money; and (iii) share gains versus other
Internet advertising including display and search.
We have modelled global social media advertising investment on the basis that (i) print
advertising continues to trend lower at similar rates to those seen in recent years; (ii) 90%
of the print dollars lost are reallocated to social media; and (iii) total advertising investment
grows by 5.5% per annum in nominal terms 2012E–17E. Under this scenario we forecast
social media advertising will grow to $38bn by 2017E, or 6% of global adspend.
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Figure 64: Global social media advertising ($m)

Figure 65: Global social media advertising share (%)
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Figure 66: US Internet marketing spend (%)

Figure 67: US Internet marketing spend ($bn)
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We believe these assumptions probably underestimate the long-term growth potential for
social media advertising investment. This is not least because we do not assume TV loses
share to social media, which some of our channel checks suggest could prove to be the
case. In the event that social does take money from TV over time, our forecasts could
prove too low.
If, for example, we were to model (i) a 1% per annum faster decline in print advertising; (ii)
a 2% per annum decline in TV advertising, with all of that investment being switched into
Internet advertising; and (iii) social media advertising taking more share from online
display over time, rising to around one third of Internet spend instead of around one
quarter in our central scenario, global social media advertising could reach $68bn, or 11%
of global advertising by 2017E. In this ‘accelerated growth’ scenario, the category would
be much closer to the size of print at $83bn.
Figure 68: “Accelerated growth” scenario for global social

Figure 69: “Accelerated growth” scenario for global social
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3.8 Our European marketing executives survey
highlighted the importance of social media
Last year we conducted a survey of 30 marketing executives with responsibility for their
company’s advertising spend across Europe on the current and future state of the
advertising market (Marketing Survey: 2011 outlook strong 15 December 2010) Our
sample was deliberately limited to marketing executives rather than media buyers given (i)
they control the budgets and determine (rather than advise on) adspend; (ii) they have
less of an agenda to promote the ad market and should therefore be less biased; and (iii)
marketing executives are typically hardest for investors and analysts to access. Our aim in
particular was to get their views on longer-term structural changes occurring in the
advertising market.
Specifically we asked the marketing community whether there were any major social,
technological or regulatory changes, e.g., DVR/PVRs, social networking, online video,
which are causing or will cause a significant change in the effectiveness of ad spend in
any particular medium. Around 20% of interviewees foresaw no material social,
technological or regulatory changes. However, the overwhelming majority of responses
highlighted social networking as the major change to address.
Comments included:
■

“We are actively and heavily spending in emerging segments (i.e., social networking)
to maintain competitive advantage”

■

”Internet, social media gets more attention”

■

“Increase in online/social network advertising”

■

“Facebook advertising is continuing to be effective, as is Google…”

■

“Social networking is becoming key element in our plans. Apps are also making a big
impact and communicating to handhelds”

■

“Yes, social networks. Not limited to teens anymore”

■

“Social networking and online video are key to understand the younger target groups
media consumption, and likely more advertising expenditure will be directed to those
areas”

■

“Social networking and mobile push and pull two very specific growth areas to watch”

■

“Social networking will get higher recognition”

■

“Definitely online medias are and will be key factors for advertising. Facebook, Twitter,
Linkedin, blogs, forums—only part of unlimited channels for advertising. Only have to
decide where your target is.”

■

“Social media will become much more important.”

It is also interesting to note the big increase in the number of references to social media
and to mobile compared to our previous 2009 survey.
The charts below support these qualitative comments, showing the growing importance of
online display advertising but particularly the increase in display ad impressions
attributable to social networking sites.
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Figure 70: Distribution of internet advertising expenditure, by category
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Figure 71: Share of total display ads, December 2010

Figure 72: Total display ad impressions (billions) as of
December 31st
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More generally we also asked our interviewees which medium they felt offered the most
value for money. Throughout our survey the choice was from nine different media:
Core/Terrestrial TV (e.g., ITV1, TF1, Pro7, Canale 5, Telecinco, Antena 3),
Multichannel/Digital TV (e.g., ITV 2, 3 and 4, TMC), Radio, Newspapers, Magazines,
Outdoor, Internet, Directories and Cinema.
The clear winner was the Internet, which was ranked as offering the most value for money
by 47% (previously 29%) of the marketing executives interviewed, and in the top 3 media
by 80%. This would appear to refute the argument advanced by some mass market media
proponents that Internet audiences are currently too fragmented or niche to deliver real
value for money.
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Figure 73: “In general, in which medium do you feel you currently get the most value for
money?”
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We also asked participants in which media they anticipated this value would change
significantly, either positively or negatively, over the next 3-5 years. All 30 of our marketing
executives survey indicated that Internet would increase in value—at the expense of
traditional media. In fact the response was so clearly in favour of the Internet that we have
reproduced all the comments in full below.
(1) “Internet to grow in value exponentially, although advertisers will suffer diminishing
returns/saturation/clutter”
(2) “Internet”
(3) “Internet—growing as a medium and measurable ROI”
(4) “Print will loose—online will gain market share”
(5) “Growth in internet / social media, Growth in mobile / SMS / MMS, reduction in outdoor,
reduction in direct marketing”
(6) “Internet marketing, where available media/channels are well diversified and flexible
for any segmented target audience.”
(7) “Digital—as increased targeting and consumer engagement through content comes on
stream I expect this to become more effective and a bigger part of my spend”
(8) “Online (inc social networking) becoming even more influential ROI, and TV value
improving due to increased accessibility (sponsorship options etc)”
(9) “Internet, even faster than 3-5 years”
(10)“Internet”
(11)“Internet—people is using it to make their choices”
(12)“Generalist media in particular TV due to small TV channels rise either on TV on
demand platforms and on web TV; same for Magazines; rise of application based
advertising (like Apps Stores and Web TV) and of specific specialist channels
advertising (i.e. fishing TV channel and Digital radio channels).”
(13)“Internet due to continued penetration.”
(14)“Web +++, mobile web ++, TV –‘
(15)“Internet should become the 2nd in the next 3 to 5 years
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(16)“Generally see print media declining although it is more the delivery method than the
actual organization i.e., online magazines, newspapers + ipad / smartphone. Push
mobile advertising not included here and would rank this highly in future.”
(17)“Internet”
(18)“Digital -- only real 2 way engagement with consumer”
(19)“Internet”
(20)“Internet is becoming more essential, including social media activities”
(21)“Internet will continue to rise, as well as a decline of traditional print media, with the
exception of niche & very targeted magazines.”
(22)“Internet and Mobile / digital fast growing sectors as well as in-store media in all forms.
Magazine, Radio and Newspapers will continue the declining trend”
(23)“Positive : Internet channels because of the relevance of brand equity / target &
message to deliver flexibility. Audience power is improving the fastest; Negative :
outdoor & press because TV will remain the most efficient, therefore will a priority to
invest.”
(24)“Internet becoming ubiquitous & outdoor/print nose-diving”
(25)“Internet: Huge mass, having tools for targeting very specific auditorium, good
penetration, etc.”
(26)“Online, due to increased time spent of the end user in this medium”
(27)“Internet because the increasing on penetration, frequency and target focusing”
(28)“Positive on Internet, because it's a great way to increase incremental reach for a
great ROI currently. Negative on TV terrestrial because GRP in France remains still
lower than in the UK and Germany which generates an inflationist trend, and because
of the disappearing of advertising on Public Channels.
(29)“Internet”
(30)“I have not personally been involved with Cinema or TV advertising, but I can see both
media continuing to come under severely increased pressure.”
The following charts provide historical data (and future predictions from Group M) which
further reinforce the marketing executives’ views of the growing importance of the Internet.
Figure 74: Worldwide Digital Advertising Spend (US$ bn)
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Figure 76: Digital as a % of Total adspend

Figure 77: UK advertising expenditure, by category in
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4. Opportunities/risks for traditional
media owners
Summary
In this section, we identify the following key opportunities and risks posed by social
media platforms for traditional media owners. For us, the principal opportunities are
(i) the ability to engage more fully with consumers; (ii) the potential to create new
revenue streams; and (iii) the ability to collect data on consumption patterns. The
principal risks are (i) disintermediation of traditional platforms and disaggregation
of content; (ii) lowering the barriers to entry; (iii) hastening the erosion of offline
platforms; (iv) social media platforms will take advertising dollars away from
traditional media.

4.1 The social web
As we have discussed above, at the simplest level, social media platforms like Facebook
and Twitter provide a means for individuals to interact with each other online. While the
world wide web grew to allow individuals to visit web pages to view content, which could
be interlinked with content on other web pages, the “social web” connects people with
each other directly.
Social media platforms are the way people interact with the social web. By linking people
(rather than web pages) together, creating a network of digital relationships, the social web
represents a fundamentally new departure for how the Internet is used, and therefore
presents a new set of opportunities and challenges for traditional media companies.
The social graph

The “social graph” refers to an individual’s network of relationships on the web. Each
social networking site has its own version of an individual’s social graph, which may vary
depending on the type of relationship involved. For example, an individual’s social graph
on LinkedIn may focus on business relationships while the same individual’s social graph
on Facebook may be dominated by personal relationships and non-professional interests.
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Figure 78: The social graph
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4.2 Complementary or disruptive?
As we show in Figure 12, the majority of usage on social media platforms is currently
focused on sharing photos and text based information. Looked at from the perspective of
today’s usage patterns, therefore, it is easy to see why many traditional media companies
argue that social media platforms are complementary to consumption of content on
traditional offline and online platforms, not disruptive. “Two screen” viewing of television,
i.e., using Facebook and Twitter at the same time as watching a programme, is a key
example of this type of argument.
However, we would argue that even if the social web is complementary in the short term,
in the long term it could be exceptionally disruptive to traditional media business models.
This is for one simple reason – the social web allows content to be recommended and
distributed between individuals, rather than just by the content owner/publisher to
individuals one by one. The social web therefore fundamentally alters the distribution
model for traditional media, and potentially challenges the economic returns traditional
media companies enjoy from distributing content to consumers. In other words, we would
argue the economics of content creation and probably content aggregation are likely to be
unchanged; the economics of content distribution, by contrast, are not.
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4.3 How complementary could social media be?
The digital ‘water cooler’

As we have outlined above, many media owners argue rising social media consumption
will be complementary to their business models. We agree that social media platforms
present a significant opportunity for media owners to engage with users of their content in
a way which was previously impossible.
While all digital delivery networks give platform owners (and sometimes publishers) the
opportunity to identify the IP addresses of those consuming a newspaper, magazine or TV
show, social media platforms go one step further – they give access to the ‘social graph’,
i.e., the network of relationships between individuals on the web. In other words, offline
media platforms push content to unknown consumers; traditional online platforms can
identify readers and viewers; but social media platforms have the potential to plug a
publisher into the entire network of individual relationships of every consumer of their
content on the web.
The fundamental advantage which a publisher might get from access to the social graph is
the ability to recommend and share content. Implicit or explicit recommendations within a
large (digital) social network effectively replicate the impact of individuals discussing
popular TV programming, music, books, games or movies around a water cooler. We
would argue social media platforms allow these discussions to take place in real time; and
also allow the rapid sharing of content and are as such potentially much more valuable
platforms for consumption of content than both offline platforms and traditional online
platforms.
Figure 79: Plugging TV content into the social graph
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4.4 Framework for assessing social media strategy
Informa’s New Media Markets (3 August 2011) provides a useful analysis that identifies
eight benefits for content owners of using social media platforms to distribute their content.
It focuses on Facebook, given the relative size of the platform. Below, we provide a
summary of Informa’s report and use this as our base for analysis:
(1) “Encourage sharing and recommendations” – peer recommendations are highly
valuable, particularly for media with large amounts of content.
(2) “Driving paid content” – content owners such as Paramount, TF1 and Warner have
offered content to rent through Facebook.
(3) “A head start in a crowded market” – Facebook can offer content owners entering new
markets significant scale thus giving them a competitive advantage over other content
owners potentially already operating in markets (for example, Spotify entering the US).
(4) “Time-sensitive consumption” – the manner in which Facebook users share live
messages and content with one another makes the site a more likely destination for
users wanting to view time sensitive content
(5) “Building on fan communities” – Facebook can be a useful platform to reward and
engage existing sets of fans.
(6) “Capturing new audience segments” – Facebook can be a platform on which to air
content which would not have made it onto mainstream television, and can reach
specific audience segments, for example younger viewers who spend a larger amount
of time on Facebook
(7) “Cutting out the middleman” – content owners have historically tended to air their
content through aggregators, lacking the infrastructure and scale to go straight to
consumers. By delivering content over the internet there are no infrastructure
impediments and Facebook comes with a ready made 800m user base. This gives the
content owners a viable alternative to using aggregators – although in our view they
are in effect replacing one aggregator with another.
(8) “Data, data, data” – For example, Facebook has amassed a significant amount of data
on its users, offering potential for content owners working in conjunction with
Facebook to exploit.
We expand below on what we believe are the most important benefits of social media for
the broadcasters.
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Figure 80: The US and UK social media activity of selected broadcasters
Social-media Activity
Broadcasters partnering for this
partner
purpose
Creating Facebook fan pages for the brand, its TV shows and/or cast members. Offering All major UK and US broadcasters
content such as videos, photos, behind-the scenes footage, quizzes, polls and discussion
boards, and selling merchandise.
Using Facebook credits as a voting system for shows such as live events and reality-TV Channel 5
programs, generating commercial revenue.
Enabling viewers to rent TV content using Facebook credits, generating commercial
BBC Worldwide
revenue.
Monitoring viewer behaviour.
All major UK and US broadcasters
Facebook
Monitoring viewer feedback to gauge viewer opinions on shows and for the purpose of
All major UK and US broadcasters

Twitter

reputation management.
Adding Facebook "Like" plug-in to broadcaster website.

All major UK and US broadcasters

Integrating Facebook with broadcaster-branded social communities

Fox, MTV, NBC

Creating show-themed Facebook apps.

HBO, MTV

Integrating into second-screen apps.

Channel 4, MTV, NBC

Teaming up for one-time events such as presidential debates to provide a participatory
experience.
Creating Twitter accounts for TV shows/cast members to promote shows and spark
conversations about content.
Using Twitter-promoted tweets to amplify messages using own hashtags.

ABC, NBC

Creating hashtags to start trending topics.

BBC, MTV, NBC

Monitoring viewer behaviour.

All major UK and US broadcasters

Monitoring viewer feedback to gauge viewer opinions on shows, and for the purpose of
reputation management.
Breaking news stories.

All major UK and US broadcasters

All major UK and US broadcasters
MTV

All major UK and US broadcasters

Integrating Twitter into TV shows, using hashtags and celebrity accounts to engage users BBC, MTV, NBC
and promote the programs.
Adding Twitter "Follow" plug-in to broadcaster website.
All major UK and US broadcasters
Integrating into second-screen apps.

ABC, Channel 4, Fox, MTV, NBC
MTV

Foursquare

Encouraging social-media staff to tweet during live events to generate discussion and
start trending topics.
Integrating Foursquare into TV, online and mobile content.

MTV, NBC

GetGlue

Forming partnership to reward users who "check in" to TV shows via GetGlue.

ABC, Channel 4, CW, Fox, MTV, NBC

Launching a mobile app enabling users to tag premiere airings of shows and connect
with stars of show.
Launching Windows Live Messenger on the iPlayer service, enabling instant chat about
programs at the same time.
Teaming up to enable users to share what they are watching with their friends, post to
social networks and connect with other fans of the show.
Integrating MySpace into broadcaster website and online products.

MTV

IntoNow
Microsoft
Miso
MySpace

BBC
Fox, NBC
MTV, NBC

Creating official broadcaster profile on network.

MTV
Fox

Starling TV

Enabling viewers to share short video highlights from TV almost instantaneously,
capitalizing on the immediacy of social-network conversations. Links can be shared via
Twitter, and video clips can be uploaded to Facebook using the SnappyTV iPhone app.
Partnering to create "check-in" service for shows.

Tumblr

Creating pages for programs to post and reblog content from shows.

MTV, NBC

Tunerfish

Offering viewers rewards when they log on to TunerFish.com and share on Facebook
and Twitter that they are watching certain TV shows.

HBO, NBC

SnappyTV

MTV

Source: Informa New Media Markets, 3 November 2011, ‘Broadcasters’ social-media strategies: TV goes social to drive audience engagement
and reinvigorate business models’.

(i) Content discovery

Social media sites, such as Facebook, Bing and Twitter are increasingly becoming a home
for content, especially movies and music, as content providers are attracted by the scale
of users and by the peer recommendation and consumer engagement opportunities they
offer (e.g. Facebook has 800m+ active users according to its website). As the chart below
illustrates, Facebook and Twitter are becoming as important as Google and Yahoo in the
discovery of online content.
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Figure 81: Length of broadcasters' average online-video views by online-discovery
source (minutes)
3:21
2:52
2:24
1:55
1:26
0:57
0:28
0:00
Bing

Facebook

Google
1Q11

Twitter

Yahoo

2Q11

Source: New Media Markets, 3 November 2011, ‘Broadcasters’ social-media strategies: TV goes social to
drive audience engagement and reinvigorate business models’. Brightcove, TubeMogul.

(ii) Content monetisation

According to Informa’s New Media Markets report, Facebook is becoming a delivery
mechanism for paid for content. Content rental deals include Paramount offering the first
three instalments of Mission Impossible Ghost Protocol to be streamed through its
Facebook page for 30 Facebook credits (source: Reuters), Warner Bros renting The Dark
Knight, and Universal renting The Big Lebowski (source: Reuters) This opportunity could
be particularly valuable for older, archive material which is past its ’broadcast date’ but still
potentially valuable. More recent material will tend to be reserved to promote the
respective broadcaster’s catch up services. The global reach of social media makes it
particularly important for global content distribution.
We envisage a virtuous circle emerging: as more premium content is attracted to
Facebook, usage and users increase which makes it even more attractive as a content
vehicle. As for any new digital aggregator, the upside for the content providers could be
new incremental digital revenues streams – but the risk is that Facebook becomes so
dominant that it the balance of power and economics shift in its favour.
For broadcasters with good content, this could be an interesting short-term opportunity to
monetise that content. For example, ITV is actively looking at ways to monetise its content
digitally, including content deals with the likes of Netflix, Amazon/Love Film and other new
OTT aggregators. ITV's position has shifted, from keeping its content to itself, to now
adopting a platform neutral position where it will sell its content to any new operators
which make sense (e.g., scale, reputation) - albeit on short-term deals, keeping the
platforms in competition so as to keep prices high and to prevent any one from
dominating.
(iii) Audience engagement through two screen viewing

At our recent OTT TV conference, the FTA broadcasters were particularly enthused by the
opportunity to leverage ‘two screen’ viewing, i.e., watching TV while using a connected
device e.g., laptop/smartphone, for email, social networking and shopping. Many viewers
surveyed used two screens simultaneously: >30% everyday (Source: ThinkBox). This
gives an immediate return path through which viewers can interact with adverts, access
websites of advertisers to claim free vouchers, request free trials, play internet based
competitions.
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The chart below illustrates how commonplace the simultaneous use of tablets or
smartphones at the same time as watching TV is becoming. And the conversation about
TV programmes and adverts can then move from the physical sofa/water cooler, to the
‘virtual sofa’ of social networks. We believe the proliferation of Internet connected TVs
(refer to our “The New Digital Gatekeepers” report dated 14 September 2010) will greatly
facilitate the practice of two screen viewing.
Figure 82: Usage habits of US tablet and Smartphone users (Q1 2011)
80
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Watching TV

Lying in bed

With
friends/family

Waiting for In the bathroom Attending a Shopping/running Commuting
something
meeting/class
errands

% of tablet owners who use device during activity

Other

% of smartphone owners who use device during activity

Source: New Media Markets, 3 November 2011, ‘Broadcasters’ social-media strategies: TV goes social to
drive audience engagement and reinvigorate business models’. Nielsen Media Research.

Figure 83: Two screen viewing in the UK - 2010

Source: ThinkBox
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Figure 84: Selected UK programmes’ Twitter followers (‘000)
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Source: Informa Telecoms & Media, Data from September 2011.

Figure 85: Selected UK programmes’ Facebook fans (‘000)
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Figure 86: UK, percentage of TV audiences simultaneously online who discuss
programmes as they watch, Oct-10
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(iv) Boosting ratings through proactive marketing on social media

As Informa Telecoms & Media (Informa) highlighted in “Broadcasters’ social-media
strategies: MTV” (20th October 2011), MTV has been particularly innovative in using social
media to launch new shows, promote events, drive audiences and boost ratings, including:
■

Actively encouraging viewers to follow televised events live on Twitter and Facebook

■

The O Music Awards last year featured Best Tweet and Must Follow Artist on Twitter

■

Online voting on social media sites

■

Promotion of live events such as the MTV Music Awards and Video Awards (as
Informa pointed out, “MTV achieved a Twitter record on 8,868 tweets per second
during the broadcast of the ceremony, the most tweets per second for a TV
broadcast”)

■

The Jersey Shore Facebook game

■

Participants in MTV shows actively engage the audience and promote the shows via
Twitter

■

Promotion of new shows pre-launch (e.g., the US versions of Skins was introduced
months before its debut on TV and generated a substantial fan base (55,000 ‘likes’).

(v) Capturing new audience segments

Facebook can be a platform on which to air content which would not have made it onto
television, in our view, and can reach specific audience segments, for example viewers
under the age of 18 who spend a large amount of time on Facebook, or content of a global
nature.

4.5 Evaluation of broadcaster strategies
BBC is leading the pack in the UK

In the chart below, Informa has evaluated the strategies of selected broadcasters in the
UK and US, based on factors such as their level of engagement with Facebook and
Twitter, their integration with social media and their overall innovativeness. The BBC
ranked highest of the UK broadcasters, helped by its strong brand, willingness (and funds)
to embrace digital (as witnessed by the success of the iPlayer) and popular programming.
In Figure 87 Informa also shows that the BBC is leading its competition in the number of
Facebook fans for its programming. MTV also fared well, testimony to its innovative social
media strategy, strong brand and younger demographic.
It is also worth noting that TF1, ProSiebenSat.1 and BSkyB have all made significant early
steps to integrate their content with social media platforms. TF1 and ProSiebenSat.1 were
both cited as launch partners for Facebook's latest version of Open Graph (see Section
4.7 on page 69), so we expect both to have video applications for the platform available
during 2012. Meanwhile, BSkyB recently took a 10% stake in social media companion
application zeebox (www.zeebox.com), which provides Facebook and Twitter integration
with a sophisticated electronic programme guide (EPG). Sky plans to integrate zeebox
technology into its existing mobile applications, including the industry-leading Sky Go. It is
possible this technology will also be made available to Sky Deutschland's Sky Go offering
in Germany.
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Figure 87: US and UK score card for the social-media strategies
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Source: New Media Markets, 3 November 2011, ‘Broadcasters’ social-media strategies: TV goes social to drive audience engagement and
reinvigorate business models’.

Figure 88: The UK TV shows with the most daily mentions on Twitter (17-23rd Oct 2011)
Rank

TV show

Broadcaster

Maximum no. of daily tweets

1

X Factor

ITV

58,229

2

Eastenders

BBC
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3

Question Time

BBC
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4

The Only Way is Essex

ITV
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5

South Park

Comedy Central UK

25,425

6

Jersey Shore

MTV UK

24,842

7

Spooks

BBC

24,256

8

Strictly Come Dancing

BBC

23,535

9

Hollyoaks

Channel 4

23,297

10

Match of the Day 2

BBC

22,350

Source: New Media Markets, 3 November 2011, ‘Broadcasters’ social-media strategies: TV goes social to
drive audience engagement and reinvigorate business models’. TV Genius.

Figure 89: Facebook fans for selected European broadcasters (‘000)
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4.6 How disruptive could Facebook be?
Facebook’s Open Graph

Facebook saw at an early stage the value its platform could provide by facilitating sharing
and recommendation of digital content. It first opened up its platform to third party
applications in 2007.
In 2010 Facebook developed this further when it published the ‘Open Graph Protocol’ at
its annual ‘f8’ developer conference. This allows developers of third party web pages to
integrate more fully with an individual’s social graph by sending data to that individual’s
’News Feed’, or home page, on Facebook while that user is on the third party site. This
takes the form of social plug-ins, i.e., ’Like’, ’Comment’ or ’Recommend’ buttons.
For example, users of The Internet Movie Database (IMDb.com) can ’Like’ a movie while
browsing through titles, and this interaction can appear in the individual’s News Feed.
Generically, this allows everyone in an individual’s list of friends to see when and what that
individual has liked, commented on or recommended content on the third party web page.
The 2010 version of Facebook’s Open Graph Protocol listed 35 broad categories of
product, person, and activity which developers of third party web pages can integrate with
Facebook’s social graph. We list these categories in Figure 90 below. For example, the
Protocol allowed publishers to link specific albums, books, movies or TV shows directly to
an individual’s News Feed on Facebook, interaction with which (for example a “like”) could
be seen by that individual’s entire network of friends. This enables quick, easy implicit
recommendations to wide groups of people, allowing content owners to drive consumption
and awareness.
Figure 90: Categories of ‘objects’ in Facebook’s Open Graph (what individuals can ‘like’)
PRODUCT S
-Album
-Song
-T V show
-Movie
PEOPLE
-Act or
-Author
-Politician

A CTIVIT IES
-Activity
-Sport

Open Graph
Objects
GR OUPS
-Cause
-Sports League
-Sports Team

OR GAN ISATIONS
-Band
-U niversity
-Non prof it

PLACES
-C ity
-Country
-L andmark
-State

BU SIN ESSES
-Company
-Café
-Hotel
-Restaura nt

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates

4.7 Facebook’s Open Graph significantly enhanced
in 2012
If the first version of Open Graph allowed third party websites to collect data from and
send data to Facebook, in September 2011 Facebook significantly enhanced the scope of
the Open Graph by allowing applications to perform the same functions. The new version
allows applications to integrate fully with an individual’s social graph, and creates a new
range of possibilities for owners/publishers of music, TV, movies, newspaper and
magazine content to distribute through the “lens” of the network of individual connections
between Facebook users. This version is currently in beta, and is expected to go live fully
in early 2012.
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A number of applications launched with the new version of the Open Graph, including
Spotify, Netflix and The Guardian. Below we highlight how these applications are used
within the Facebook platform. For us, the Open Graph gives owners/publishers a
unrivalled opportunity to deeply embed content into the daily lives of individuals. TV,
music, newspaper and magazine content consumed in the form of apps on the Facebook
platform can be shared and recommended far more easily than the same content
consumed via traditional distribution methods (broadcast television; CDs; print) or even via
some existing online platforms. The enhanced ability to share and recommend is valuable
to publishers because it drives consumption and, importantly, data on precisely who is
consuming the content and potentially why.
The value of the social graph to media owners/publishers is therefore clear—it offers the
opportunity to (i) promote consumer engagement with content; (ii) allow individuals to see
in real time what people they know are watching/reading/listening to; and (iii) collect data
on consumption patterns.

4.8 Facebook disruption has only just begun
We would argue that current exploitation of Facebook’s Open Graph is only scratching the
surface. While millions of web pages link to Facebook and the News Feeds of its users via
social plug-ins, the number of content applications that are fully integrated into the platform
is currently small (Spotify and Netflix are the two largest currently in use).
We expect the latest Open Graph Protocol to trigger the development of a large number of
applications which will use Facebook as a distribution platform. Full integration into
Facebook would allow publishers of content to fully leverage Facebook’s social graph,
while still reaching a large number of users.
For example, when a user watches a film or TV show using the Netflix application on
Facebook, details of the video content would get automatically displayed in the News
Feeds of all those connected to that user, subject to prior consent. The same already
happens for content consumed on the Spotify application on the platform, so all the user’s
social network can see what that individual is listening to.
In theory, all forms of content—movies, TV, music, books, magazines, newspapers—could
use Facebook as a distribution platform. We believe this would result in a richer
experience for consumers; deeper engagement with the content; allow fast, easy sharing
of content between individuals; and provide a wealth of data about consumption patters to
both Facebook and the content owner.
Conceptually, the impact this would have on the media value chain could be profound. In
Figure 91 below, we show that media owners effectively perform four functions: (i) creating
content; (ii) filtering, or curating, the content; (iii) bundling or aggregating content into
channels/albums/newspapers; and (iv) distributing the aggregated content to consumers.
Value is created in each segment, with many media owners operating in all four.
We would argue that social media platforms are likely to be disruptive to traditional media
owners in the distribution layer of the value chain: by offering a distribution platform which
offers more utility to both the user and the media owner, social media platforms are in a
strong position to gain share from offline and traditional online platforms. If individuals
prefer to consume newspaper, magazine and video content on these platforms and media
owners/publishers benefit from greater consumer engagement with their content, it seems
logical to expect social media platforms to become an important component of the media
value chain, in our view.
We also argue traditional media could be challenged in the aggregation layer of the value
chain, although we regard the threat as lower than for distribution. The aggregation
challenge stems from the ability of content creators to distribute directly to consumers
without the content being bundled into channels/albums. This disaggregation challenge is
similar to that posed (and in some case observed) more generally by online distribution
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platforms for video, music, and newspaper content, but with the additional potency offered
by social media platforms, i.e., the power of the social graph. We would argue that
disaggregation is likely to accelerate as social media platforms proliferate.
Figure 91: Social media disruption to media value chain
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Source: Credit Suisse research

4.9 An steep rise in content apps on Facebook?
Once the latest version of Facebook’s Open Graph Protocol goes live in early 2012, we
expect a steep rise in content applications on the platform. Full integration with Facebook’s
social graph offers a powerful opportunity for media owners/publishers to improve
engagement, increase consumption and collect usage data which we believe many will not
wish to miss.
As we have argued above, the Facebook technology platform allows publishers to deeply
embed their content into the daily lives of individuals. Connection with the social graph,
i.e., the network of relationships with people, products and organisations, creates the
potential for an inherently richer user experience. This will potentially drive usage and
creates a mine of data on who is consuming and potentially why.
As the number and diversity of content applications on Facebook grows, the platform will
benefit from greater engagement that flows from consumption of that content by users.
This greater engagement will likely attract more content applications to the platform, and a
virtuous network effect will likely be created. This is illustrated in Figure 92 below.
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Figure 92: Network effect in social media
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Control over distribution the key bottleneck for Facebook

With both the latest version of the Open Graph Protocol going live in 2012, and
penetration of the platform already at critical mass, we believe it is logical to expect the
number of content apps to grow and the Facebook platform to significantly enhance its
standing as a global content distribution platform over the next one to three years.
However, it is also clear that media owners will be reluctant to distribute on the platform
(where they will have to pay a fee) if they have legacy offline or other online distribution
(where they don’t). This is likely to act as a bottleneck to content migrating to Facebook, in
our view.
But we doubt this bottleneck will be intractable. Ultimately we believe content owners will
have to reach consumers wherever they are, and the richer user experience on Facebook
will ensure high consumer demand for content on the platform, in our view. Moreover, it
seems logical to expect advertisers to provide an incentive for content owners to move
onto the platform, by shifting advertising investment from traditional platforms to
Facebook. With both consumers and advertisers “pulling” content onto the platform, we
believe there will be little that traditional distribution platforms will be able to do to prevent
migration from taking place.
Privacy

For us, Facebook's plans to encourage the development of an ecosystem of content
applications on its platform could be significantly disruptive to the business models of
media owners/publishers. However, this is based on the premise that users' willingness to
share information about themselves will continue to grow over time—indeed this premise
must underpin any positive view on the sustainability of Facebook's own growth potential,
in our view. In effect, consumer attitudes to privacy will be an important determinant of
how disruptive Facebook may be to traditional media, in our view.
For example, if Facebook's users were to become more reticent and more reluctant to
allow their network of friends to see information about what they listen to on Spotify, or
what they watch on Netflix, it will be hard for these applications to build a large number of
users. More fundamentally, the Facebook platform relies on its users being willing to share
large amounts of information about themselves, and to make this information available to a
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wide network of friends and to the platform. If this were to change, growth in the number of
users and the development of applications on the platform could be called into question.
Greater reticence about sharing personal information on Facebook could also emerge if
consumers start to become concerned about how the platform may be using this
information, or how the information is stored. As we have argued in this report, we believe
the platform will continue to grow users and develop its range of content applications—the
risk to that view is therefore from, for example, a security breach which results in the
unauthorised dissemination of personal information; or perhaps simply from a changed
attitude to how Facebook makes money from users' own information and activity.
While it is important to highlight the risks to our view, we believe these risks are low. The
evidence of the last six years of Facebook's development is that users' propensity to
disclose information about themselves has increased, not decreased–as the growth in
number of users itself shows. Moreover, we believe it is rational for users of the platform to
see the exchange of personal information in return for a rich user experience as
reasonable, in our view. In this context, we think it makes sense to expect that the volume
of data users are willing to share should continue to grow.
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5. Opportunities/risks for advertising agencies
Summary
In this section, we demonstrate how, although the total ad market may continue to
contract, the agencies should add greater value to clients by advising on how to
navigate a more complex communications landscape—and thus fees may grow
disproportionately.

5.1 Overall we believe digital—and social media—is a
positive for the agencies
Overall, we believe the agency sub-sector is one of the most structurally intact in media
and that the digital transition should be largely positive for fees, despite the internet
potentially causing excess inventory supply and consequently media price deflation.
Importantly, the agencies’ digital offer goes beyond advertising and into areas such as
social media, but also digital media in general (audience buying, paid search, SEM and
SEO); web development; mobile (mobile and tablet apps, couponing, mobile media,
location-based offerings); data and analytics (real-time data analysis, tracking, targeting);
and platforms (e.g., web marketing platforms, media buying platforms, data management
platforms, offshore digital production). As Publicis has highlighted, increasing complexity is
good for the agencies, as it means more consulting services to offer, more data to manage,
more media to buy. These new value-added services should help drive secular growth in
the sector.
The analysis in our Decoding Digital report supports the view that agencies add greater
value in the increasingly complex and fragmented media landscape, leading to higher fee
potential (in Figure 95 below we provide an illustrative example showing a steep increase
in agency fees over a four-year period as a client’s work becomes increasingly digital). As
agencies move from traditional media, to online and social media, the share of client
spend accruing to the Agency should grow. Moreover, we believe that digital should be at
least neutral, if not positive, for margins. The bears suggest margins are at risk e.g., given
upfront investment—we partly agree, but much of this investment has already occurred,
mostly in expensive M&A (at 14-23x EV/EBITDA, 40-160% premiums), now priced in or
done. We believe that margins will at least be maintained, with upside possible given the
higher value-added services online; the greater technology bias facilitating
automation/efficiencies; more subcontracting work to lower cost regions; more accurate
ROI measurement convincing clients of the higher value-added; and given that digital
activities are difficult for procurement teams to benchmark.

5.2 Social media adds to the growing sophistication
of targeted advertising
We believe the growing sophistication of targeting adds to the convergence of traditional
and online advertising opportunities. Early web advertising featured targeting that was
largely reliant on context (e.g., hotwired.com vs. aol mail). As internet measurement
companies such as comScore and Nielsen grew their panels and sampling techniques,
advertising on the web has evolved into a sophisticated media platform available to
advertisers, with the promise of more targeting opportunities from social media. We
believe true ‘personalised communication’ looms as mobile advertising appears positioned
to (finally) live up to long-held growth expectations.
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Figure 93: The evolution of online display
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In March 2011, Facebook began trialling “real-time” advertising on 1% of its population.
Facebook is the only platform which offers real-time advertising at present. These “realtime” adverts enhanced the Facebook offering to advertisers allow them to not only target
individuals depending on their individual personality and social graph but on the
individual’s current actions. Facebook has for sometime been able to use algorithms to
keyword scan individual’s Facebook walls and messages to gather information with
regards the individual’s preferences. However now the site has the capability to make the
information time sensitive and ‘within seconds’ (source: WPP’s Mindshare release April
2011) serving up topical adverts to the individual. An example would be an individual
“desperate for a latte” and up pops a Starbucks advert or “back from the gym; exhausted”
and an energy drink advert is delivered. Over time, we think it likely that this product will be
rolled out more widely and continuously enhanced to offer both time sensitive and
location-based offers. Such techniques mark just the beginning of Facebook’s ability to
exploit the personal and social information available.

5.3 Greater marketing efficiencies will be brought
about by online and social media
For media planning, buying, stewardship, and optimization, increasing use of automated
buying platforms and algorithmic optimization tools is bringing about greater efficiencies.
’Demand side platforms’, or DSPs, allow advertisers to ’build’ customised target
audiences, and access large amounts of impressions sourced from multiple exchanges—
which, in turn have been aggregating inventory from traditional ad networks—from a single
point of contact.
For instance, rather than buying impressions against “men aged 25-54”, an advertiser
could access various data sources, including data from third parties such as Blue Kai
whose website highlights it can “reach your target audience anywhere”, targeting individual
consumers ’independent of their media choices’. Advertisers could then build more
detailed profiles such as “male luxury German import car intenders”. By combining
sophisticated targeting data with real-time impression bidding and optimization, the media
agencies are realising substantial opportunities to improve the efficiency of their clients’
online campaigns, while potentially eliminating the ad network arbitrageur.
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These initiatives are side-stepping the traditional ad networks as providers of behavioural
targeting. In the process, the agencies see an opportunity to eliminate a high-margin
intermediary, add-value by aiding in the customisation of targeting, and bring greater
efficiencies and ROI to the outcomes of online display advertising.

5.4 Growing digital spend can accelerates fees: an
example
Agency managements have been consistent in their assertion that growing use of digital
marketing by advertisers is a secular positive for the industry. Developing and executing
online campaigns is more labour intensive than producing assets for an equivalent spend
behind traditional media.
The following example was first published in our Decoding Digital report (12 July 2010). In
that report, we reconstructed a model of a media mix and fee schedule of a packaged
good client over a period of increased spend, which we reproduce in Figure 95. We
believe our model is a reasonable representation of media spending and fee shift patterns
being witnessed across an array of advertiser categories.
For this theoretical client, we assumed the agency recommended a hard mix shift into
online media from television in 2008, coinciding with a target audience shift from mothers
to teenagers. We assumed television spending declined to 65% from 87% the year prior,
with online spending growing from 8% of the mix in 2007 to over 25% in 2008.
On our assumptions, total media spending for the year fell 13% from 2007, in large part
due to rising commodity costs. Over the same period, agency fees increased 10.7%,
growing to represent 20.4% of the total client media plus fee outlay. We assumed fees for
the following year, 2009, climbed just under 6% while total media expenditures fell 14%.
Figure 94: Online spending drives fee growth; a theoretical example

Paid Media Mix
Medium

2006

2007

2008

2009

Television
Print
Online (90% display, 10% search)
Outdoor
Cinema

91%
1%
5%
1%
2%
100%

87%
2%
8%
3%
100%

65%
4%
28%
3%
100%

65%
3%
27%
5%
100%

-1.4%
15.9%
1.1%

-13.3%
10.7%
-9.3%

-14.4%
5.8%
-10.2%

16.7%

20.4%

24.1%

Media spending growth vs. YAG
Agency fee growth vs. YAG
Total Expenditures (media + agency fees)
Agency fees/total spend:

14.6%

Note: packaged good client. Anecdotal input from client: commodity costs impacted 2008
Total client spending $10-$15m per annum

Source: Credit Suisse research
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Figure 95: A theoretical example: Online share and agency fees as % of total fees
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We assumed margins stayed flat and that additional expenses took the form of additional
staff required to produce and deploy the online media portion of the integrated campaign.
We noted that the magnitude of the shift in media expenditures is far faster and greater in
absolute terms than an average client, in our view.
Historically, we believe analysts have assumed that ’creative wins’ represented revenue
gains for an agency of approximately 10% of stated ’billings’, or media spend. Presuming
one has an accurate picture of media spend, this generalisation has held more or less
true, depending on the particulars of any single client. For media wins inclusive of planning
and buying, we think a ~3% fee ratio has generally been accepted and acknowledged by
agency managements.
The shift of media spending into online channels complicates matters. While the labour
associated with executing traditional multi-media campaigns varies according to scale,
complexity, and number of media types, we believe the variability we are witnessing
across online campaigns is not likely to wane, and could increase.
For example, elements of social media campaigns such as ’viral’ videos on YouTube or
’brand fan’ pages on Facebook are not always accompanied by significant media spend,
yet can represent respectable fee opportunities for agencies developing creative assets.
As new forms of advertising become less dependent upon mass media vehicles for their
distribution, the historical link between media spend and fee generation will weaken.
With online advertising comes improved measurement capabilities, whether direct
response metrics such as lead generation, RFI, shopping transactions, or the ability to
measure shifts in brand consideration measures via online pop-up surveys. Either way, the
test, measure, revise, and deploy steps are becoming standard elements of online
campaigns that receive ongoing optimization, whether of creative, media, or both.
The use of data also offers significant upside. However, privacy issues could hold back its
exploitation, though some would argue the regulatory risk is more a response
to ’perceived’ concerns of consumers rather than actual concerns—as long as data are
collected and used responsibly when targeting consumers. Indeed the voluntary sharing of
personal data in social network sites, according to Facebook, is increasing.
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5.5 Comparing digital capabilities: no easy feat
In our ’Decoding Digital’ report, our goal was to identify which, if any, of the major agency
holding companies held an identifiable digital marketing advantage, and whether any
advantage was substantial enough to ensure either leading or lagging organic growth. We
believed this advantage could take the form of distinct capabilities, scale, or strategic
approach.
We concluded that digital has become an amorphous concept in the marketing realm,
open to wide interpretation and ultimately not a primary driver of company performance.
Individual holding company assets (and even individual offices of larger entities) present
different strengths and weaknesses befitting a human capital based organization. We
believe ’percent of revenues derived from digital activities’ to be an almost meaningless
concept, given the difficulties in defining and segregating digital from ‘analogue’ activities
and as prospective clients evaluate capabilities, strategic insights, individual team
‘chemistry’ and pricing as the primary drivers of pitch outcomes. Likewise, we believe any
digital revenue targets established by holding company managements are of little value to
investors evaluating longer-term growth prospects.
Below we summarise feedback from our ’Managing the digital transition’ conference in
November 2011 which provides an update to our analysis in our Decoding Digital report
and a high level guide to the different digital capabilities of the listed European agencies.
WPP—a focus on technology:

WPP’s Head of Digital summarised WPP’s digital strategy as:
■

investing in “digital everywhere” (training, recruitment, M&A), integrating online and
offline;

■

developing services beyond traditional advertising—ecommerce, web development,
DSPs, social;

■

establishing a proprietary technology platform based primarily on its own technology;

■

controlling and using data for WPP and its clients’ benefit; and building strong
partnerships with the likes of Google, Microsoft, Facebook, and Twitter.

WPP stress the importance of technology, playing to its strength in 24/7 Real Media, its
$650m acquisition by which WPP immediately set itself apart from its primary holding
company competitors. 24/7 enables WPP to integrate and build technologies it needs. It
has over 150 engineers working on digital marketing technologies and building systems
such as real-time bidding. According to the company, its structure and technology focus
“uniquely” positions the company to benefit from its vertical integration approach, which:
■

Enables innovation–potential for new business opportunities and for disintermediation
by new competitors

■

Delivers most value to clients by improving their ROI on media expenditure

■

Simplifies a complex set of technologies for clients

■

Provides an opportunity to integrate data and insights from across WPP companies in
a unique way

■

Brings together GroupM, Kantar, with direct / digital business

■

Unites creative, media and research on data and analytical foundations
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Figure 96: WPP Digital Asset Integration

Source: WPP

WPP also expects an increasing value of data analytics and of greater quantification of
digital marketing activities, which plays to its overweight position in this space. More
generally, it believes there is an opportunity from the broader range of services being
offered in digital beyond its traditional operations.
Figure 97: 2010 digital revenues in $bn

Figure 98: % of total advertising spend by medium
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Figure 99: WPP’s digital offer: beyond advertising

Figure 100: WPP are supported by their technology
approach

Digital Media
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Social Media -- Facebook, Twitter
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monitoring
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Mobile
Mobile and tablet applications
Mobile media
Couponing
Location-based offerings

Data and Analytics
Real-time data analysis
Tracking and targeting
Integration of multiple data sources

Platforms
Web marketing platforms
Media buying platforms
Data management platforms
Offshore digital production

• Best-in-class technology platform
– Own the critical pieces
– License from 3rd parties where appropriate

• Maintain a strong technology team in 24/7 Real Media
– Able to integrate and build technologies we need
– More than 150 engineers working on digital marketing technologies
– Able to build what we need in the future, e.g., real-time bidding in last 18 months

• Focus on controlling the data and interfacing with digital media owners on our
and our clients’ terms
– Data management platform underpins Xaxis
– Technology increasingly the interface with digital media owners

Source: WPP presentation

Publicis—the ‘human digital agency’, investing in a standalone structure

Publicis has been the most aggressive in transforming its asset mix over the last several
years with the acquisitions of Digitas (2007, $1.3bn), Razorfish (2009, $400m), and
Rosetta (2011, $575m); these purchases that have helped catapult Publicis into a strong
competitive position. However, in contrast to Omnicom, which went on to formally align its
digital agency assets with TBWA and BBDO, Publicis has elected to run Digitas, Razorfish
and Rosetta independently, forgoing any formal integration with its Publicis and Leo
Burnett global networks. We believe this lack of integration into existing assets is due to a
deliberate strategic approach, but also to management of potential client conflicts.
Publicis’ digital strategy is spearheaded by VivaKi, its shared digital services hub. VivaKi
has been the subject of much trade press and industry speculation since its inception in
2008 (see Advertising Age, 15 September 2009). VivaKi has evolved from what we believe
was a think tank, into a collection of shared services providing backbone support to
primarily the Starcom Mediavest and ZenithOptimedia media agencies, as well as to
Digitas, Razorfish and Rosetta. Its general high visibility in participating at the leading
edge of the online ad marketplace has enabled Publicis to become a progressive, digitally
minded holding company.
The CEO of VivaKi Nerve Centre has recently outlined how the media landscape has
changed with social media, mobile and the tablet altering the advertising landscape, the
result being convergence. He states that Publicis was the first among the agency holding
companies to develop an offering such as VivaKi, with digital having been a focus since
2006. The company has “invested $70m in creating the industry’s largest R&D centre” and
grown the number of employees in VivaKi from 5 in 2008 to 300 currently. This apparent
first mover advantage, along with the group's high level of investment, makes the group
well placed to benefit from digital, reinforced by the combined firepower of Digitas,
Razorfish and Rosetta.
Publicis believes its Audience On Demand (AOD) division is the ”largest, most
experienced trading desk in the industry focused on delivering data-driven display buys
exclusively for Group agency clients”. It has outlined how the group’s scale has allowed it
to form partnerships with both industry leaders and “innovative start-ups”.
On technology, Publicis prefers to focus on making different technologies interoperable
rather than buy its own platform. On its relationship with Google, it describes it as one in
which Google handles the technology and Publicis handles the relationships. It does not
see the relationship as too close so as to be a problem.
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Figure 101: Human Digital Agency—Five-Year Journey
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Source: Publicis presentation

Havas—no acquisitions; seamless integration is key; ‘Digital at the Core’

Over the past decade, the strategy of Havas’ Euro RSCG has focused on bringing digital
into the core of its agencies, merging digital agencies with its advertising agencies and
incorporating digital seamlessly into marketing programmes. Euro RSCG believes it is the
only major agency to have employed this integrated model, and that this differentiates it in
pitches against digital-only agencies or agencies that retain digital expertise within a silo.
In support of its strategy, it notes that digital agencies understand digital but not brands,
and traditional agencies understand brands but have not necessarily grasped digital.
Havas claims this model has made Euro RSCG “the undisputed global leader in the digital
space”.
Euro RSCG also claims to be a leader in the social media space. It highlighted back in
2009 that it helped many of its clients (e.g., Kraft) to build effective social media
communications strategies; its work on Dos Equis made it the category leader on
Facebook; and the Evian ’Rollerbabies’ work from Paris on YouTube quickly became the
most downloaded piece of commercial content ever.
At our November conference, the co-CEO of Havas Digital and Chief Strategy Officer
Worldwide reiterated their belief that Havas was well positioned to benefit from the digital
transition based on its strategy to embed strategic expertise within its divisions rather than
separate it out in silos i.e., “digital baked into everything”, “one management team, one
P&L”.
They explained that their ‘digital experts’ (now >30% of their employees) would help them
to optimize their offering from both the ‘paid’ and ‘earned’ media for their clients, in a new
digital environment which required a sustained frequency of audience contact rather than
the traditional peak during a campaign and trough thereafter.
With regards to further expanding its offering, they outlined the group’s preference for
hiring talented digital individuals and growing their business organically rather than
acquiring expensive digital boutiques with the risk that key people leave to set up shop
elsewhere. They don't believe this strategy adversely affects their payroll costs (although
we note their relatively high comp-to-revenue ratio).
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Aegis: "legacy relationships count for less…"

Like its peers, Aegis believes on-line is at the heart of the communications agenda, and
there is a greater need for integration—plus specialisation. It acknowledges that it does
not have legacy creative businesses like the competition, but believes there is less
tolerance for ‘legacy issues’ from clients: "legacy relationships count for less…". So it is of
the view that it is easier to pitch on this unfettered basis.
At our conference, the General Manager, EMEA of AMNET, highlighted that 34% of Aegis
Media's revenue is now digital, comprising Isobar (digital creative origination), iProspect
(performance marketing) and Digital media planning & buying within Carat, Vizeum and
Posterscope. The presentation was primarily focused on AMNET's RTB (Real Time
Bidding) solution which is an area enjoying exceptionally strong industry growth (c.200%+)
as it effectively attempts to circumvent one of the crucial reasons people don’t click on
banners: That ads are not relevant to them.
The presentation discussed how technology can automate the buying and selling process,
with buyers bidding for specific and targeted audiences through DSPs (Demand Side
Platforms). And through RTB, the automated process helps "media buyers evaluate, bid
on and purchase ad inventory on an impression-by-impression basis". The commercial
opportunity for US Total Online, Online Display and RTB based online display ad spending
was, according to IDC data, shown as a $1.1bn market in 2011 (+203% yoy), growing to
$2.0bn, $2.9bn and $3.9bn respectively over the next three years. In the UK, it was shown
to be a £64.5m RTB market in 2011 (vs £30m in 2010) according to The Rubicon Project
RTB Forecasts in 2011.
The advantages to advertisers were stressed to be improved performance, reduced media
wastage, better targeting capabilities, lower cost per acquisition and more transparency
over ad placements. According to the company, AMNET is exclusively available to all of
Aegis Media's clients and this will remain so for the next two years, but after that, access
may open up.
In response to a question on whether there are lower barriers to entry for RTB to contend
with, management stressed that the benefits of a large number of clients gave the
company scale without which individual advertisers would find in-house product
development prohibitively expensive. And when asked the extent to which they see
competition from tech companies, the company stated that the business is 80%:20%
human-based vs technology-based and that Google has not been in the service industry—
but has good technology and software engineers.
Clearly there is a major potential issue regarding data privacy but it was highlighted that
AMNET ring-fences data and gives advertisers an assurance that their data will not be
pooled or shared. The result is the ability to target a specific demographic, but at a higher
price.
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Figure 102: Aegis Media’s digital businesses

Figure 103: Reading audiences at scale with real time
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5.6 Overall conclusion on the agencies’ digital
capabilities
The agency presentations at our conference reinforced our view that the agency subsector is one of the most structurally intact in media. The presenters were unanimous that
the digital transition should be largely positive for fees as the agencies’ digital offer goes
well beyond advertising.
But evaluating the relative strengths of each company’s digital exposures and strategies is
difficult given each company sells its own strategy well. But irrespective of the different
strategies, and even though definitions e.g., “% of revenue” are not standardised, WPP
and Publicis have greater scale in digital, both claiming to derive 30% of revenue from
digital activities. We estimate that Aegis will have 34% of proforma revenues from digital
following its completed Synovate disposal but, as we have previously argued (in our note
Long time travelling; arrival still not certain dated 7 June 2011), we view its share price as
still too heavily affected by bid and break-up speculation for it to be attractive at current
levels.
In all of the presentations at our conference, the use of data was seen as offering
significant upside potential. Privacy issues could hold back its exploitation, though some
argued the regulatory risk is more a response to “perceived” concerns of consumers rather
than actual concerns—as long as data are collected and used responsibly when targeting
consumers. According to Facebook, the voluntary sharing of personal data in social
network sites is increasing.

5.7 Concerns
One potential negative is that the role of technology is becoming more important in the
agency world. The risk is the agencies encroach upon the tech space, and become
vulnerable to the likes of Google and Microsoft.
Another potential negative is the threat to the market research operations within some
agencies. This arises as a result of the wealth of detailed user data available on social
media platforms, particularly Facebook, which could be used by marketers to get feedback
on new or existing products. Partial substitution of, for example, custom research on new
product launches or proposed changes to services, is a new challenge for market research
operations which are likely to grow with the size of social media platforms, in our view.
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6. Opportunities/risks for publishers
Summary
The opportunities and threats for the European publishers are polarised, in our view,
with consumer publishers at the more threatened end and professional publishers
at the more opportunity-rich end. But only 2% of our SOTP valuations for our
European Publishers coverage are for consumer publishing assets, with 98% for
professional publishing assets, so we conclude that social media is a net positive
for the European publishers.

Small net positive for publishers
The consumer publishers face a potentially tougher outlook for European print advertising
and industry readership slippage, in our view. European print advertising for the five
largest markets (UK, France, Germany, Italy and Spain) has been underperforming
European total advertising by -4.0ppts CAGR over the last 11 years. It is forecast by
ZenithOptimedia to underperform by -3.8ppts in the three years to 2014 but this could
prove optimistic in our view if social media were to have a more material effect.
In the absence of the possible negative drag from advertising migrating to social media,
we believe that the professional publishers have the potential to enjoy a small net positive
from increasing engagement with their professional end-users through additional touch
points using social media and tapping into incremental revenues.
When ranking the European Publishers by number of Facebook fans for their top three
brands, we conclude: (i) social media traction is far more meaningful for the consumer
publishers, as would be expected by their mass market appeal; (ii) but despite the
significantly smaller niche markets, the professional publishers also have often surprising
numbers of fans; (iii) when consumer and professional publishing cross over such as in
‘must-have’ financial information publishing (e.g. Financial Times and The Economist), the
brand’s receptiveness on social media is exceptionally high; (iv) the stand-out best in class
publisher on this metric is Pearson; and (v) the stand-out for very low social media
presence given its mass market consumer proposition is Yell, with just 4k fans for its
strongest brand (vs 917k fans for Pearson’s 50%-owned The Economist for example).

6.1 Framework for assessing the opportunities and
threats for the publishers
The threats and opportunities for the European publishers are polarised, in our view, with
consumer publishers at the more threatened end and professional publishers at the more
opportunity-rich end.
In evaluating the implications for European publishers, there are a number of driving
forces to consider –
■

Does social media exacerbate the structural shift of advertising from print to the
internet? External forecasts (e.g. Zenith), surveys (e.g. BrightRoll Video Advertising
Report) and our own channel checks suggest so, but this only materially affects the
consumer publishers and some professional publishers with B2B print exposure.

■

Does social media further exploit the lower barriers to entry online that allows
readership/usage to continue to migrate online and become further fragmented?
We expect circulation trends to remain in decline for the foreseeable future (again,
mostly affecting the consumer publishers since the professional publishers have
migrated to digital the most).
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■

To what extent can social media opportunities for the publishers offset the
negative impact on further print advertising and readership erosion? For all
publishers, we believe social media offers the potential to better leverage the digital
brand but only a small number of publishers are actively doing this currently. In our
view, it will be considerably easier for professional publishers to enjoy a net positive
gain from the leveraged digital brand opportunities.

6.2 Social media’s impact on print advertising
Over the last 11 years, from 2000 to 2011E, the US advertising market will have
contracted by a modest 0.1% CAGR, from $157bn to $155bn, according to the latest data
from ZenithOptimedia (see Figure 104 below). But that includes a significant benefit from
internet advertising which has had the greatest impact on print advertising, having fallen
by 4.1% CAGR during the period.
Likewise, over the same period, the European ad market (as represented by UK, France,
Germany, Italy and Spain) has overall declined by a CAGR of 0.8% from €60.4bn to
€55.5bn (as shown in Figure 105). Similarly, this includes a significant offsetting benefit
from growth in internet advertising while print advertising has fallen by a CAGR of 4.8%.
Figure 104: US advertising spend -0.1% CAGR over last

Figure 105: Europe advertising spend -0.8% CAGR over
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Looking out over the next three years to 2014 for the major European ad markets,
ZenithOptimedia is projecting that print continues to decline, by 1.2% CAGR, as shown in
Figure 106. However, we believe this could prove optimistic given (i) it is predicated on a
total adspend assumption of +2.6% CAGR, which we think is ahead of buyside
consensus; and (ii) it is assuming a broadly similar slippage in print vs total adspend
growth (-3.8ppts CAGR compared with -4.0ppts CAGR over the last 11 years) despite
social media likely to have a significantly more material effect.
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Figure 106: Europe adspend forecast to rise +2.6% CAGR

Figure 107: Europe print share of total advertising has
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On the latter point, we note from a US survey conducted last year, as shown in Figure 108
below, that 85.8% of respondents planned to shift money out of display advertising into
online video while only 27.4% planned to take the money out of social media budgets to
put into online video. While recognising that this survey was primarily focused on online
video, and the US market, the indirect implication is clear: print budgets appear under
significantly more pressure than social media budgets.
Figure 108: Planned shift in US adspend to online video (% of respondents)
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6.3 Social media’s impact on print readership and
usage for the incumbents
We expect print readership to remain in structural decline, although this is in our view likely
to be less affected by the growing presence of social media and more largely affected by
the internet in general offering alternative (mostly free) sources of comparable content.
In the UK, average national newspaper circulation fell over the last 10 years by a CAGR of
-4.0% and over the last 3 years by -2.2%. This includes UK Dailies down over the last 10
years by 3.7% CAGR and UK Sundays down 6.1% CAGR for the 10 year period.
Figure 109: UK mass market tabloid dailies circulation

Figure 110: UK mass market tabloid Sunday circulation
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Figure 111: UK “mid-market” dailies circulation (‘000 cpd)

Figure 112: UK “quality” broadsheets dailies circulation
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6.3.1 Social media—opportunity or threat for the publisher’s job sites?

Some of the European publishers, such as DMGT, UBM and Reed Elsevier, have modest
exposure to the online recruitment market through their job sites or B2B websites that
benefit from recruitment advertising. We have spoken to several industry experts from
recruitment agencies, social networks (including LinkedIn), job boards and e-HR strategic
consultants to better understand the extent to which social networks may represent an
opportunity or a threat for these incumbents.
Our understanding of how they may be affected by social networks has consequently
developed to view them comparatively far more favourably positioned than what the US
experience may otherwise have suggested. In our view:
■

There is a big difference between the US and European job site model.
Although US job boards have been significantly negatively affected by social
networks, such as LinkedIn, the US and European job board markets pursued
very different business models. The US job boards seemed focused on building
the number of resumes which led to significant price discounting for the agencies;
in the UK, it was all about the number of jobs, whereas the continental European
model was focused on building the number of advertisers.

■

The relationship between recruitment agencies and job sites is symbiotic:
agencies cannot survive without job boards and vice versa.

■

Recruitment agencies creating their own job site or social network appear to
be at a fundamental disadvantage and unlikely to become a viable threat to
the European incumbents, in our view. On the threat of recruitment agencies
going online, this has been attempted several times but appears to keep coming
up against the same difficulty in that the agencies tend to pull out of the
consortium if their key competitors are included. For this reason, the independent
job site has an advantage, being at arm’s length. Job sites dedicated to verticals
are, however, often preferred by agencies, necessitating innovation by the job
sites to meet this demand.

■

It is early days in the evolution of social networks in the job market. Social
networks have only been evolving into the job market for the last 2-3 years,
whereas job sites have been evolving for c.15 years.

■

There are advantages but also disadvantages of social networks as an
alternative to job sites. The advantages include the ability to reach the passive
job seeker, candidate’s profiles are dynamically updated rather than the resumes
becoming stale once loaded (although perhaps more applicable to the US
resume-driven model) and the staffing agencies can interrogate cost-effectively
platforms like LinkedIn as a candidate sourcing tool. The disadvantages include
the potential for a change in the LinkedIn business model that may take more of
the economics from the agencies than at present, the risk of alienating users if
they receive too much ’pushed’ advertising and the lack of critical mass in some
markets.

6.4 Social media opportunities for the publishers
Social media strategies for the publishers have varied significantly, and for good reason.
Their respective presence in social media is clearly hard to quantify but for a sense of the
current engagement of their leading brands we show below, in Figure 113, the European
Publishers’ number of Facebook fans for their top three brands (as ranked by searches for
each brand’s Facebook fan page and shown to each company for verification). It is
interesting to note from this chart (i) Facebook is far more meaningful for the consumer
publishers, as would be expected by its mass market appeal; (ii) but despite the
significantly smaller niche markets, the professional publishers also have often surprising
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numbers of fans; (iii) when consumer and professional publishing cross over such as in
’must-have’ financial information publishing (e.g. Financial Times and The Economist), the
brand’s receptiveness on Facebook is exceptionally high; (iv) the stand-out best in class
publisher on this metric is Pearson; and (v) the stand-out for very low social media
presence given its mass market consumer proposition is Yell, with just 4k fans for its
strongest brand (vs 917k fans for The Economist for example).
Figure 113: European Publishers’ number of Facebook fans for their top three brands (in thousands)
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Notes: data as of 10 January 2012. Top three brands are as ranked by searches for each brand’s Facebook fan page and shown to each
company for verification. Where the brand is not wholly-owned, the number of Facebook fans shown has been reduced to reflect the equity
ownership of that brand (which is 50% of Pearson’s The Economist and 25% for Lagardere’s l’equipe).
Source: Credit Suisse research, Facebook

For a consumer publisher, social media represents an important opportunity to better
engage with its mass market readership and create new revenue streams. This should
help offset, even if only partially, some of the migration of advertising dollars away from
print to social media that we expect. So long as the consumer publisher is fast enough in
its innovation and execution, it should also help mitigate potential disaggregation and
disintermediation of its content and the threat of new entrants exploiting the lower barriers
to entry inherent in social media.
Through social media apps like those on Facebook for the Guardian and the Washington
Post, the newspaper publisher can generate additional traffic to its website and benefit
from the “earned media” when Facebook users read an article and this fact is
acknowledged in their profile and the news feed of their friends. As shown below in
Figure 114and Figure 115, the New York Times website enjoyed c44% of its incoming
traffic through social media, of which 17.5% was from Google sites and 5.7% from
Facebook; the Guardian website saw an increase in incoming traffic from Facebook to
7.4% in June 2010 to 7.4% in June 2011.
Figure 114: Top 5 sources of incoming traffic for the New

Figure 115: Percentage of Incoming traffic from Facebook
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For the professional publishers, the strategies and successes for each publisher have
inherently varied too, as we discuss below.
(i) Informa

Like UBM, Informa is a niche publishing and events group so would be expected to
inherently have fewer Facebook fans and twitter followers than mass market brands like
Pearson’s Financial Times.
Many divisions of Informa are using social media either to make their day-to-day tasks
easier or to market their products. This primarily includes LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube and
Facebook, depending on the audience, and in geographies where it is appropriate, Xing, is
being used.
Many of its businesses now have dedicated staff marketing for social media. The company
highlights that Front End of Innovation is an IIR USA event which has a great breadth of
use of social media: its LinkedIn group has over 15,000 members with an active
discussion board. Its Twitter feed has over 3,000 followers and is especially active around
the time of the event, and its Facebook page also has frequent interactions. For its last
event, Informa used a location-based social media service (Foursquare) at its event
combined with a competition advertising the 2012 event which it believes was a great use
of social media.
(ii) Pearson

As is evident from chart above, the Financial Times and The Economist (50% owned by
Pearson) would appear to have had considerable success in developing a social media
presence. However, one of the risks in solely focusing on the number of Facebook fans is
the extent to which this metric has been driven up by specific targeted promotion, such as
Penguin USA’s competition mid-2011 to win skateboard decks if Facebook users post
photos of a Penguin Classic book posing with a skateboard on the Penguin USA’s
facebook fan page.
Elsewhere, there are several examples of the varied initiatives it has embarked on. In
Pearson Education, it announced on 31 October 2011 the launch of OpenClass, “a free
LMS that combines course-management tools with advanced social networking and
community-building, and an open architecture that allows instructors to import whatever
material they want, from e-books to YouTube videos”. During summer 2011, Pearson’s
Simon & Schuster and Penguin and Lagardere’s Hachette Book Group launched Bookish,
which was reported to be aiming to become the world’s greatest online book
club/bookstore. In May 2011, Penguin launched Book Country offering authors the
opportunity to post their work on social media and receive feedback.
(iii) UBM

As a B2B publisher, UBM’s extremely diverse array of products and services will inherently
leave any singular brand looking relatively small in social media presence compared with
mass market publishers, but that is not to say that UBM has not been strategically
focusing on the social media opportunity.
By way of example, UBM TechWeb is approaching social media on three fronts—creating
social media marketing products for clients, enabling social engagement for readers and
users, and aiming to create thriving stand-alone social communities.
For the first (creating social media marketing products for clients), UBM TechWeb
recognises that tech marketers want to leverage social media to drive response to its
marketing programs. It has created several products that enable tech marketers to extend
the programs they run with UBM TechWeb to leverage social networks, or even to grow
their own brand’s social presence. One example would be that UBM TechWeb offers (in
conjunction with UBM’s DeusM division) a Social Networking Amplification Program
(http://www.deusm.com/products.asp#snap) which drives social media engagement for
clients on sites like Facebook and LinkedIn.
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Secondly (enabling social engagement for readers), UBM TechWeb’s content and site
development teams have worked aggressively to connect users to social platforms and
foster social engagement across the board. It has enabled on-site discussion and social
sharing of content on all of its content sites. In addition, it has created branded community
pages and discussion groups on sites like Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to foster social
engagement with its brands out on the social graph.
Lastly (for creating thriving stand-alone social communities), UBM TechWeb has built
social community sites to serve and expand its audience and business. These
communities can potentially do well in a multi-sponsor model, where the community is
drawn together around a common interest—for example its TheBrainYard community
(www.thebrainyard.com) which is focused on “the social enterprise” and draws audience
and engagement from a diverse reader set. Its communities can also be dedicated to a
single sponsor and closely aligned with topics of import to the sponsor. In conjunction with
UBM’s DeusM, UBM TechWeb has launched such communities for Dell
(www.enterpriseefficiency.com), IBM (www.internetevolution.com, www.thecmosite.com)
and HP (www.theitservicessite.com) to name a few. All of these communities attempt to
draw heavily on social media best practices to drive social engagement on site as well as
on social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter.
(iv) Wolters Kluwer

The company highlights examples where incremental revenues have already been
realised such as where it acquires some new customers through social media, and has
helped some customers find jobs through social media. Wolters Kluwer Belgium's
TaxWorld is an example (http://www.taxworld.be/taxworld/taxtalk.html?langtype=2067).
Wolters Kluwer also stresses that its social media efforts enable its customers to be in
conversation with each other, enable customers to enter into dialog with non-customers
and, through social media, for its editors get insights into topics of interest to its customers.
This stimulates ideas for new products and also gets ideas about topics that should be
part of its taxonomies by monitoring social media. Similarly, it monitors social media to get
ideas about how customers view specific laws, cases, regulations and rulings. This can
enrich its editorial insight.
Through numerous blogs, it communicates ideas through social media that fall outside its
traditional publishing process, discuss technology trends in its Intelligent Solutions blog,
and showcases talent in its Intelligent Solutions blog.
In addition, it believes social media gives it insight into how customers use/perceive its
products and other solutions—which it use as an input to monitoring customer satisfaction.
Some examples of social media from Wolters Kluwer include:
Wolters Kluwer WikiWatch (http://www.wolterskluwerwikiwatch.com),
Trade Regulation Talk (http://traderegulation.blogspot.com/),
Kluwer Arbitration Blog (http://kluwerarbitrationblog.com/#!/cover),
Health Reform Talk (http://healthcare-legislation.blogspot.com/),
CCH WorkDay Blog (http://www.employmentlawdaily.com/index.php/blog),
CCH Tax Chat (http://www.taxchat.com.au/), and
HR Blog (http://www.hrblog.co.nz/)
(v) Yell Group

The company has stated that it has not aggressively pursued building a social brand for
Yell, instead it has focused on trying to equip its advertisers to win in social media. We
also acknowledge that the Facebook fan numbers above do not take into account the
other social media interactions they have (e.g., Twitter followers).
■ In addition to helping consumers ‘fan’, ‘like’, and tweet about Yell’s customers via its
internet yellow pages products and the sites it builds for its SMEs, it also allows
consumers to rate and review its customers within its sites.
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Appendix
Figure 116: Multiscreen strategies of selected Internet players
Service

Mobile

Tablet

TV

Amazon

Smartphone application allows for instant
purchasing

Offers on-demand video via several
TV platforms, but not its main retail
function

Baidu

Launched Amazon Windowshop,
which it describes as "a complete
rewrite" of the site, for the iPad in Oct10
Launched a video-search app via the
iPad in Sep-10

Announced its focus on mobile in Sep-10, when it
also announced the launch of its Box Computing
application platform. The site is regularly accessed
via mobile users who do not have a PC
Smartphone application allows for instant
Launched an iPad app in Jun-10
bidding/auction management

eBay

Facebook

Flickr

Launched an application on selected smartphone Launched an iPad app in May-10
OS platforms; Facebook Zero initiative aims to
team up with operators to put Facebook Zero on
feature phones
M.flickr.com is a version of the site optimized for
Offered an iPad app at the launch of
mobile viewing; Flickr has also launched
the device in Apr-10
smartphone applications for a number of platforms

Most web offerings are customized for mobile; in
Feb-06, Google News was among the first. A
Google mobile app, available across smartphone
platforms, provides access to most Google
products
Microsoft/Bing Apps available for various Microsoft products

No plans announced

Users can bid on items via an
application available on sets
supporting Yahoo's connected-TV
platform
Available via several platforms,
including Microsoft's Xbox 360, IP
settop boxes, including Roku, and
most internet-connected TVs
One of the "default" connected-TV
applications; available via most TV
manufacturers' connected sets and via
devices from Boxee, Roku, Vudu and
Popcorn Hour
Google, which has focused its TV
strategy on its own Google TV
platform, has launched few apps via
other platforms, apart from YouTube

Google

Launched an iPad app in Apr-10

Navar

No specific tablet-app launched, but The firm is focusing on its own TV
many apps designed for smartphones plays—its Mediaroom IPTV platform
still work on tablets
and the Xbox 360—rather than
launching services via other devices
No plans announced
No plans announced

Tencent

Twitter

Wikipedia

Yahoo

A dominant player in the South Korean mobile
internet market, but slower than other global mobile
players to launch a mobile app because of the
relatively underdeveloped nature of the South
Korean smartphone market
Has launched mobile versions of its service in co- Launched an iPad app for QQ HD, the No plans announced
operation with carriers and handset vendors,
firm's HD video-messaging service,
including Nokia
taking advantage of the tablet's large
screen
Only launched a dedicated smartphone application Launched an iPad app in Sep-10
Available via Google TV, Microsoft's
in 2010; previously, an ecosystem of third-party
Xbox 360, IP settop boxes, including
mobile applications was developed
Roku, and connected TVs from Sony,
Samsung and Panasonic, among
others
Launched a mobile-optimized version of its site in No official application, but numerous Available via the Vudu STB and
2008; has launched an official mobile app, while
third parties have created apps based Sonaecom's IPTV service in Portugal,
several third-party applications have also launched on Wikipedia data
but less prevalent on TVs than other
similarly sized web players
A Yahoo mobile app, available across smartphone Launched an iPad app in Apr-10
Offers a range of widgets via its own
platforms, provides access to most Yahoo products
connected-TV platform—available on
five brands of connected TV—as well
as via other devices, such as the Sony
PS3

Source: Informa New Media Markets
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Figure 117: US marketing services expenditure 2000-2011E, US$m
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Figure 118: Change in time spent using web-based email in the US (2010 vs 2009)
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Figure 119: Top search phrases (organic searches) on five core search engines in the US
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Figure 120: Two screen viewing: activities performed during TV viewing (US, 2010)
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Figure 121: Global digital advertising expenditure ($bn)
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Figure 122: Global smartphone units (m)
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Figure 123: Digital advertising spend as % of total adspend
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